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BUSY FALL FOR THE LOHR COLLEGE
Dear friends of the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering:
It has been a lovely fall on the SDSU campus! I can’t remember more beautiful, brilliant
days. We are excited for the success of the fall semester engaging our students back on
campus. Our homecoming days just passed us as I write.
This issue of Impulse announces a new era in the Lohr College of Engineering with the
announcement of the Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Aug. 26. Once this gift of $5 million is
endowed, the Lohr College of Engineering will have approximately $200,000 per year in
perpetuity to enhance and create innovative programs for the engineering students. Stay
tuned in future issues as we discuss the details.
Yuicheng Liu is the first Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering Innovation and
Entrepreneurship. He is the new mechanical engineering department head and started
Aug. 27. It was a great day honoring Duane Sander and recognizing his impact on education
and industry which will now continue into the future.

Bruce Berdanier
Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering

The public announcement and ribbon-cutting ceremony for the concrete industry
management degree was Aug. 31 with over 80 national and regional industry representatives
present to celebrate the moment. We recognize this innovative new relationship between
higher education and industry to benefit the workforce development in the concrete
industry in our region and throughout the country.
We are also pleased to announce that the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology (ABET) and specifically the Engineering Accreditation Commission visited
SDSU virtually during September to evaluate the Bachelor of Science engineering programs
in agricultural and biosystems engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering and
mechanical engineering.
The departments have all been working hard on gathering data and completing
assessment and evaluation of student outcomes the past six years. In the past year, they
all completed self-study reports along with creating electronic files of documentation and
videos of our facilities for the program evaluators to review.
We had two days of virtual meetings with the evaluators, the SDSU programs and
administrators. The results look very good. We will work on completing some additional
assessment and evaluation reporting to submit to ABET by May 2022, and we look forward
to another six years of program accreditation coming out of the ABET commission meeting
next summer.
Please note that the president of our Dean’s Advisory Council, Gene Sieve, who is a
vice president for Burns and McDonnell in Minneapolis, was recognized as an SDSU
Distinguished Alumnus at the Hobo Day Legends and Leaders Distinguished Alumni
Banquet. He and his company are huge supporters of the Lohr College of Engineering.
Bruce Berdanier
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DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL
Jay Bender ’82, president, Falcon Plastics
Paul Bezdicek ’06, senior sales engineer,
Ingersoll Rand Industrial Technologies
Mike Brandt, technology and lean manager,
3M Brookings
Tom Boyko ’82, CEO/GM of East River Electric
Power Cooperative
Dwaine Chapel ’05, CEO/executive director of
Research Park at SDSU
Alfred Furth ’09, vice president/chief data
scientist, CAPITAL Services
Carla Gatzke ’84 vice president for human
resources, Daktronics
Bruce Haggar ’74 president, MedQ Systems
Consulting
Brian Hoellein ’85/’88, water treatment
manager/vice president, Bartlett & West
Dale Jans ’74, vice president, Jans
Corporation
Tim Jensen ’93, principal, TSP
Mike Kondratuk, director of engineering &
quality, Larson Manufacturing
Gary Larson ’88, president, ESI
Jerry Lohr ’58, founder of J. Lohr Vineyards &
Wines
Blair Metzger ’86, president, DeWild Grant
Reckert Engineering
Kevin Moe ’88, KBR Wyle
Susan Moe Jensen ’76 retired Federal
Highway Administration manager
Tracey Olson ’89, COO of Guardian Energy
Wanda Reder ’86 vice president, Power
Systems Services Division, S&C Electric
Dan Rykhus, president/CEO, Raven Industries
Gene Sieve ’90, principal/regional office
manager, Minneapolis-St.Paul, Burns &
McDonnell
Gregg Stedronsky ’84, vice president of
engineering, global safety and engineering,
General Mills
Brad Wermers ’89, president of Banner
Associates
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Project.
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LOHR ENDOWS DEANSHIP FOR LOHR COLLEGE

$5 MILLION GIFT CREATES NEW ERA FOR SDSU ENGINEERING
When Jerry Lohr’s vision and generosity intersect, South
Dakota State University often is the beneficiary.
Never was that more true than Aug. 26, when SDSU President
Barry Dunn announced the dean in the Jerome J. Lohr College
of Engineering would henceforth be named the Jerome J. Lohr
Endowed Dean in honor of a $5 million gift to advance the
college’s ability to aid industry and equip students.
Current Dean Bruce Berdanier, the first to carry the title, said
the gift creates a new era for the college.
The gift will yield $200,000 per year in perpetuity when funds
become available, which is expected to be July 2023. Berdanier
said the gift will allow the college to accelerate the strategic plan
unveiled three years ago. The formal implementation of the plan
will be developed with concurrence from the provost for approval
in the spring semester, but Berdanier has targeted two areas.
Both can be found on the strategic plan—an endowed leader
in engineering education and a director of the proposed HighImpact Team Center.
The endowed leader will have a doctorate in engineering
education and be a person who has studied engineering
education and can help mentor and direct faculty pursuing
grants in engineering education, Berdanier said.
While this person may teach some, the person also will do
fundamental research in engineering education. “Ideas for
research programs include topics such as: How do students who
become engineers form their identity early in the education
process? How do engineers express their identity in their
writing? and What are the key issues in the rural Midwest to
recruiting and retaining engineers?
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“This type of research program will raise us to the level of
Purdue or Penn State when it comes to engineering education,”
Berdanier said. “There is no similar university commitment
to engineering education anywhere else in this area of the
Midwest.”
The High-Impact Team Center is part of a planned
60,000-square-foot facility company accelerator slated for the
Research Park at South Dakota State University. Still in the
planning and fundraising stage, SDSU would lease 10,000 square
feet for a dedicated student competition team workspace.
Berdanier conceptualizes the creation of a unique environment
of innovative student teams working on competition and
development projects while interacting with faculty startup
businesses and companies providing internships. It would be a
high-bay building attached to the park’s main building.
With Dwaine Chapel, executive director of the Research
Park at South Dakota State, and Tom Becker, with the SDSU
Foundation, working on funding, a fiscal year 2024 start for the
new position seems probable, Berdanier said.
SDSU LOOKS TO HAVE 50 ENDOWED POSITIONS
It is that kind of vision and creativity that inspired Lohr to
fund the deanship, the second such one in the university and one
of 36 endowed positions at SDSU. The university has a goal of 50
endowed positions. The Lohr College has four other endowed
positions, which are currently filled by Nadim Wehbe, Reinaldo
Tonkoski, Gary Hemphill and Yucheng Liu.
The college also has commitments for four additional
professors.

From left, are: Dennis Hedge, provost; Paris Marcy, a senior engineering student from Minnetonka, Minnesota; Jerry
Lohr; Bruce Berdanier, Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean; and Barry H. Dunn, SDSU president.

Endowed professorships are considered essential to recruit
and retain the highest quality faculty members and also help
attract top students.
LOHR MOTIVATED TO ACHIEVE
At the Aug. 26 announcement, Lohr recalled when he enrolled
at South Dakota State College in fall 1954 after being raised on
a farm near Raymond in northeast South Dakota. He was a top
student. In his senior year at Raymond, he came to State for a
scholarship contest and was awarded a full tuition scholarship of
$82 per year.
At a meeting of civil engineering majors at the start of school, a
faculty member told the freshmen to look around. The professor’s
words are still as clear as yesterday in Lohr’s mind. “There are
120 signed up for civil engineering. Our labs only hold 30, our
classrooms only hold 30. Only one in four of you will graduate,”
Lohr told the gathering of about 150 faculty, students and donors
in the lobby of the Chicoine Architecture, Mathematics and
Engineering Hall.
“It scared me,” he said.
Fear does motivate. Lohr was one of 28 civil engineering majors
to graduate in 1958. He would go on to run two highly successful
California businesses.
While Lohr did have the top score on the college freshman
aptitude test, he credits much of his academic success to working
as a surveying assistant at $1.10 per hour for a faculty member.
“The big thing is when engineering classes came, I already knew
about engineering,” said Lohr, who later earned a master’s from
Stanford.
OLD LINOLEUM TRIGGERS FUNDRAISING INTEREST
Lohr remembers returning to campus in 1983 to serve as Hobo
Day Parade grand marshal—25 years after graduation.
In 2013 interview after the college was named after him, Lohr
recalled, “In my senior year I was asked to teach statics and
dynamics in the southeast corner of Solberg Hall (which was
built in 1902). I remember walking ever so carefully because the
linoleum was curled up and there was a hole where the previous
professor stood.
“I actually moved the lectern over a bit so I didn’t stand on
the hole. When I came back 25 years later that same linoleum
was still there. From that point on, I said, ‘Look, we need to do
something about this.’”
Lohr has served on the SDSU Foundation board for 33 years and
chaired the 1994 Visions for the Future campaign, a fundraising
drive that brought in $52 million for SDSU. He co-chaired It
Starts with STATE: A Campaign for SDSU, a fundraising effort
that generated $255 million when it ended in April 2013. He
serves as honorary chair for the current Bold & Blue $500 million
effort.
Lohr also was a founding member of the SDSU architecture
program and provided a leadership gift for the dairy
manufacturing plant.
BUILDS LENGTHY LEGACY WITH COLLEGE

the university, his greatest impact has been within the
engineering college.
• Working behind the scenes, Lohr helped gain funding for
the 29,000-square-foot expansion of Crothers Engineering
Hall. The cost was $7 million with $3.75 million in private
funds, including his gift for the Lohr Structures Lab.
Groundbreaking was May 18, 2001, and it opened in summer
2002.
• Solberg Hall was closed in 1998 for safety reasons. But the
college’s original engineering building came back to life
through a renovation project chaired by Lohr and carried
out by Sioux Falls Construction chair Jack Marshmann ’55.
Construction began in 2002 and it was rededicated in 2003.
• Lohr also gave direction for what is now Daktronics
Engineering Hall. “We built it for 60% of the cost of what it
would have been just because we did it in two halves and got
very efficient bids,” Lohr said in 2013. He also solicited funds
from Daktronics.
Planning began in 2006 with the east wing completed in
2009 and the west wing in 2012.
• Planning began in 2008 for the Chicoine Architecture,
Mathematics and Engineering Hall with formal
groundbreaking Oct. 4, 2013. The $17 million project was
dedicated April 24, 2015.
SETTING AN EXAMPLE FOR STUDENTS
In remarks Aug. 26, Provost Dennis Hedge said, “What a
tremendous story and a clear pattern. Motivation, thoughtful
and strategic planning, followed by a very focused fundraising
effort. The result—new and renovated facilities, philanthropic
investment to add financial resources, and a commitment to
excellence resulting in the Lohr College of Engineering’s ability
to expand important research programs and add new and needed
academic programs.”
Lohr’s generosity hasn’t gone unnoticed by the students within
Lohr College of Engineering.
Senior civil engineering major Paris Marcy was selected to
introduce Lohr Aug. 26.
She remarked, “I know that our college’s namesake, Jerry
Lohr, has been involved financially in every new building and
renovation within the Lohr College of Engineering. In addition to
his own generous gifts, my understanding is that he’s been very
hands-on in the planning, design and fundraising for all of them.
“I’ve spent countless hours in Crothers Engineering Hall and
the labs, working on concrete canoes, geo walls and steel bridges.
Sometimes, I even worked on my homework.
“But really, I recognize that none of this would have been
possible without the generosity of the donors like Mr. Lohr who
spend their valuable time and money on our facilities and our
scholarships.
“… as a soon-to-be civil engineering graduate from South
Dakota State, I hope it leads me to the type of success that Mr.
Lohr has achieved. And not just as a professional. But as a person
who cares, gives back, makes a difference and transforms lives.”
Dave Graves

While Lohr’s leadership and vision have been felt throughout
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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Ge named

OUTSTANDING
ENGINEERING RESEARCHER
Professor Xijin Ge of the
Department of Mathematics
and Statistics has been
helping biologists make
sense of their genomic data
for decades. However, his
goal has now shifted to
“empowering biologists to analyze their own data, interactively
and reproducibly” through a free website that has been
accessed by more than 40,000 scientists worldwide.
In recognition of his contributions to the scientific
community, Ge was named the outstanding researcher for
the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering at the university’s
Celebration of Faculty Excellence.
Ge began doing bioinformatics research with cancer
genomics while pursuing his Ph.D. at the University of Tokyo.
He continued to work on human genomics and breast cancer
as a postdoctoral researcher at Northwestern University and
NorthShore University HealthSystem before becoming an
SDSU faculty member in 2007.

At SDSU, Ge has secured more than $2 million in research
funding. His bioinformatics research has been supported
by grants from the National Science Foundation, National
Institutes of Health, South Dakota Experimental Program
to Stimulate Competitive Research, U.S. Department of
Agriculture Hatch funding through the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station and funding from Sanford
Health and Avera Health.
Ge has received two NIH RO1 grants. These are unique
because he can apply for continued funding during the final
year of the research project.
His most recent NIH RO1 project is to improve the integrated
differential expression and pathway tool, known as iDEP.
The free website allows researchers to decipher their RNA
sequence data. When Ge was preparing the NIH proposal, he
received an outpouring of testimonials on the value of iDEP
and suggestions for upgrading the website to make it even
more useful to scientists.

RAVEN PRECISION AG CENTER FACTS
Formal groundbreaking: Oct. 6, 2018

Cost: $46.1 million

Construction dates: August 2019 to early
August 2021

Classrooms and class labs: 15. All
classrooms are equipped with smart
technology and LED screens.

Open house/dedication: Sept. 11, 2021
Footprint: 122,694 square feet or 2.8
acres
Prime contractor: McGown-Gordon

Lab spaces:
• Soil Fertility
• Soil Chemistry
• Crop Production (2 labs)
• Bio-Mass Processing &
Material Handling
• MESONET (weather data)
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Student seating capacity: 525
Vocational areas: Mid bay lab, high bay
lab, fabrication bay, wood shop, quarterscale tractor lab

• Anaerobic Processes /
Animal Structures

• Water / Nutrient Analysis
(2 labs)

• Air Quality

• Bacteriology

• Machine Vision & Optical
Sensory

• Analytical Chemistry

• Mech Bread Boarding /
Micro Fabrication (circuit
board manufacturing)

• Food Processing
and Extrusion Wet
Laboratory

Doctoral student Jyotshna Pokharel of Kathmandu, Nepal, assembles a lithium-ion battery in which lithium metal is used in
place of graphite as the anode material. The research is part of a three-year, nearly $450,000 National Science Foundation
project, led by assistant professor Yue Zhou of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, to determine
how lithium metal improves battery performance.

YUE ZHOU

DETERMINING HOW LITHIUM METAL
IMPROVES BATTERY PERFORMANCE
NSF GRANT TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES TO DEVELOP NEXT-GENERATION BATTERY
Understanding how a new material helps increase the
stability as well as the storage capacity of lithium-ion batteries
can help researchers develop high-performance energy storage
devices, according to assistant professor Yue Zhou of South
Dakota State University’s Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science.
He will be collaborating with researchers from the University
of Texas at Arlington to determine how lithium metal improves
battery performance through a three-year, nearly $450,000
National Science Foundation grant. This fundamental scientific
knowledge will provide guidelines for researchers using this
material to develop next-generation batteries to power electric
cars and store renewable energy.
Electric cars, for instance, now have a range around 300 miles,
but Zhou said, “If we can develop high-performance storage
devices that are the same weight but can store more energy,
we can get it up to 600 miles.” For his research to improve the
performance of lithium-ion batteries, Zhou received the Jerome
J. Lohr College of Engineering’s Young Investigator Award.
Using lithium metal in place of graphite as the anode material
can increase the battery’s energy storage capacity, but, over
time, the lithium foil tends to form needlelike dendrites. These
tiny metal particles can pierce the separator, causing a short
circuit, Zhou said. This can lead to fires, similar to the ones that
have occurred recently in electric cars.
“Dendrite growth on the electrodes and unstable solidelectrolyte interphase formation have created safety concerns

in lithium-ion batteries and hindered practical applications,”
Zhou said.
In previous South Dakota Board of Regents-funded research,
Zhou used plasma processing to apply an additional coating to
protect the lithium metal anode and thereby prevent dendrite
formation. In addition, he combined graphite and silicon oxide
to make an ultrathin film that prevents dendrite growth and
enhances ion transport. This also creates an artificial interfacial
layer between the electrolyte and the lithium metal electrode
that increases stability and improves battery cell performance.
Those preliminary results helped Zhou secure the NSF
grant, which is funded jointly by the Division of Chemical,
Bioengineering, Environmental and Transport Systems and
the Established Program to Stimulate Competitive Research,
or EPSCoR. As the lead institution, SDSU will receive
approximately $250,000 in NSF funding. One SDSU doctoral
student and several undergraduate students will also work on
the project.
“How the protective layer interacts with the electrochemical
process of the lithium metal anode is not well understood,”
Zhou said. “We want to understand the physical and chemical
properties that lead to these desirable properties.” What
the researchers learn will help improve the safety of electric
vehicles and advance efforts to develop devices that can store
renewable energy.
Christie Delfanian

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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NEW FACULTY
KRISTEN ALMEN
Kristen Almen began work in January as
the water resources research and outreach
assistant in the ag and biosystems
engineering department.
A native of Devils Lake, North Dakota,
Almen comes to SDSU after serving as
an environmental intern at Houston
Engineering in Fargo, N.D. She has also
worked as a graduate research assistant

Almen, whose family numbers two brothers and one dog, said
she has found great people to work with at SDSU. In her spare
time, she enjoys being outside, however, she also plays the piano
and cello.
geotechnics and soil-structure-pipe interaction.

Aritra Banerjee, an assistant professor,
joined the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering just in time
for the start of classes Aug. 23.

Banerjee was at the University of Texas-Arlington and Texas
A&M from July 2014 to March 2020. His roles there varied
from enhanced graduate assistant to associate director of the
Sustainable and Resilient Civil Infrastructure Center, which
is funded by the National Science Foundation and focused on
designing better transportation infrastructures.

Banerjee arrived at SDSU from the University of Delaware,
where he was an assistant professor from March 2020 to August
2021. In that time, he developed close relationships with faculty
in coastal engineering and had received grants related to coastal
KAIQUN FU
Kaiqun Fu, an assistant professor in
the electrical engineering and computer
science department, began his work at
SDSU Aug. 23, the day classes began.
He arrived from Virginia Tech, where
he was a graduate research assistant and
received his doctorate in computer science
earlier in the year. Also while he was there,
he worked as a research intern with the
District Department of Transportation in Blacksburg. He earned
his master’s at Virginia Tech in computer science in 2016. His
KRISTIN STUCKEY
Kristin Stuckey began work July
9 as the program coordinator and
academic advisor in the Department of
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering
after completing her master’s degree in
administration of student affairs at SDSU.
Previously, she taught occupational
therapy and general education classes
at Lake Area Technical College in
Watertown for five years. Stuckey holds a bachelor’s degree
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In her current position, she takes part in fieldwork activities
such as water sampling along with data analysis and laboratory
tasks as part of ongoing research projects.

ARITRA BANERJEE

He is teaching classes in geotechnical
and foundation engineering. His
research interests include the behavior
of unsaturated and expansive soils,
geothermal energy, coastal geotechnics
and the effect of climate change on civil infrastructures, such as
dams, levees, embankments and pavements.
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at North Dakota State University. She earned a master’s degree
in environmental science from NDSU in 2020 and a bachelor’s in
environmental science from NDSU in 2018.

In his brief time at SDSU, he has enjoyed the “landscape within
the university, the short commute from anywhere in the city, the
ease of parking near office buildings and the informal dressing
style within SDSU.” He also enjoys photography, traveling and
cooking, and would like to become a private pilot someday.
He is a native of Kolkata, India, where his parents still live.
Banerjee earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil
engineering in India (2011 and 2014, respectively) and his
doctorate in civil engineering from the University of Texas at
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering is from Hangzhou
Dianzi University in China.
At SDSU, his teaching emphasis is in spatial data mining and
machine learning. His research interests include spatial data
mining, social media analysis and urban computing.
Since moving to Brookings, he has found the community to be
friendly and peaceful, and the university and his department to
supportive as well as competitive in research.
While in Virginia, he had his first hiking experience, climbing
Old Rag Mountain (3,284 feet) at Madison. “That’s where I started
to like hiking,” he said.
Fu is married to Wenjun (Vicky) Zhao.
in interdisciplinary studies in psychology, education and
occupational therapy from SDSU.
As program coordinator she manages recruitment and
retention of students, coordinates student organizations and
special events, secures internship placements, establishes and
maintains industry connections, and supports students in job
placement. She also advises about 150 students.
In her spare time, Stuckey enjoys painting, baking, blogging
and spending time with her husband, Eric, and 5-year-old
daughter Ellevene.

SHAZALI OSMAN
Shazali Osman began work in July as a
lecturer in the mechanical engineering
department. He also is manager of the
dynamic systems lab and director of the
local BEST Robotics competition.
A native of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Osman
comes to SDSU after serving 18 months
as a visiting assistant professor in the
mechanical engineering department at
Norwich University, Northfield, Vermont.
Previous to that, Osman was lecturer in the mechanical
engineering department at Lakehead University, Thunder Bay,
from January 2016 to December 2019. His industrial experience,
all in Ontario, includes production supervisor, October 2008 to
BESS PALLARES
Bess Pallares joined the college as its
grants specialist in July after having
worked in Records and Registration since
May 2017. In her new position, she develops
and refines faculty grant proposals and
accompanying budgets.
In Records and Registration, she was a
graduation specialist. Prior to coming to
SDSU, she worked as a newspaper editor,
writer and editor at universities, small press acquisitions editor
and a comic book editor.
Originally of Billings, Montana, Pallares had an experience that
could fit in a comic book.
Her husband, Ismael, is a financial aid counselor at SDSU; her
son, Reed, is a senior at Brookings High School; her daughter,
Eleanor, is a kindergartener at the SDSU kindergarten. Her
parents also live in Brookings: mom, Jill Davis and dad, Alan
Davis, who just retired as a professor in the Department of
Counseling and Human Resource Development.
XIAOJUN XIAN
Xiaojun Xian began work at SDSU
Aug. 16, just a week before the assistant
professor began to teach classes in the
electrical engineering and computer
science department.
After working as a associate research
professor at Arizona State University in
Tempe, he said he is enjoying the coolness
of Brookings as well as the nice people and
beautiful campus.

June 2011; automation design technician, June 2007 to July 2008;
and drafting technologist, February 2006 to April 2007.
Osman’s postsecondary education began with a mechanical
engineering technology degree from Algonquin College of
Applied Arts and Technology in Pembroke, Ontario, in 2006; a
bachelor’s degree in manufacturing technology from McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario, in 2010; a master’s degree in
control engineering from Lakehead University in 2011; and a
doctor of philosophy in mechanical engineering from Lakehead
in 2018.
Osman said he enjoys the friendly environment, sense of
belonging and helpfulness found at SDSU.
When not in the classroom, he enjoys swimming, soccer and
traveling. In his younger days, Osman played polo and was an
equestrian.
Pallares said she has found Brookings to be a “small town on
the prairie in the middle of the country. The greater world can
feel a million miles away when you’re looking across that expanse
of fields and hills.
“The faculty at SDSU bring vibrant, exciting perspectives and
opportunities for our students to explore and develop as scholars
and citizens. The spirit of inquiry is vital to me, personally. SDSU
is a beacon for those who feel the same because of the research,
instruction and collaboration happening here.”
Pallares holds a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the
University of Montana (2011); a master’s degree in writing with
a book publishing specialization from Portland State University
(2016) and a postbaccalaureate certificate in comics studies from
Portland State (2016).
In her spare time, she serves on the board for the Dakota
Community Market, developing a food co-op in Brookings. She
also likes to bake, knit, read, play Dungeons and Dragons, and
make coffee.

At SDSU, his primary teaching area is biomedical engineering
while his research focus is smart sensing and wearable devices.
Originally from Xi’an, Shaanxi, China, Xian earned a bachelor’s
and doctoral degrees in physical chemistry from Peking
University in 2004 and 2009, respectively. His doctoral emphasis
was in nano-chemistry.
Xian and his wife, Yingying, have a son, Dylan, 9, and a
daughter, Sheryl, 2. In his spare time, Xian enjoys reading,
calligraphy and hiking.
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Prasad

FIRST ME FACULTY MEMBER TO
RECEIVE NSF CAREER AWARD

South Dakota State University assistant professor
Anamika Prasad is making history.
Prasad is the first Department of
Mechanical Engineering faculty
member to receive the prestigious
National Science Foundation
CAREER award. The five-year,
$531,740 grant will support
basic science research using
plants as an inspiration for
designing and developing
flexible composite
materials.
“This award is a
strong validation of
the ideas I developed
at SDSU where I
identified an exciting
opportunity to apply
my fundamental
engineering
knowledge
toward
promoting
the
region’s

biobased economy and workforce,” said Prasad. Her lab
at SDSU, the Prasad Lab for Materials Research, applies
engineering tools to study a range of materials from plants
and bones to metallic alloys and emerging material systems.
Before coming to SDSU in 2016, Prasad’s research focused
on the structure and mechanics of bone and cardiovascular
tissue and related biomedical devices in collaboration
with medical doctors. To develop research relevant to
South Dakota’s agriculture-based economy and to SDSU’s
land-grant mission, the materials scientist began exploring
fast-growing plants, such as sunflowers, from an engineering
perspective.
“Translating knowledge from human cardiovascular
system to water conductive tissue in plant and from bone
to plant stem structures has been an exhilarating process,”
said Prasad, who earned her Ph.D. in material science and
engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and did postdoctoral research in bioengineering at Stanford
University.
RECOGNIZING INNOVATIVE RESEARCH
“On a professional front, receiving the CAREER award
opens a whole set of opportunities for my lab and students
and for my department and college,” Prasad said. “Research
many times becomes a lonely undertaking, especially when
your ideas do not see the light of the day. Now, I have this
unique opportunity to implement my ideas and contribute to
my discipline and my community—people will pay attention
to my lab’s work.”
Mechanical engineering department head Yucheng
Liu, the Duane Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, said, “This is a milestone
for the department to fulfill the commitment to fundamental
research directed toward transformative advances in
materials science and insightful knowledge in bioinspired
composites.”
Associate dean for engineering research Rajesh Kavasseri
said, “It’s very heartening to see Dr. Prasad’s patient
pursuit of bold research earn national recognition. She has
established a fundamentally innovative research program
in biomaterials and biocomposites that is certain to spawn
many more interesting discoveries and elevate the research
profile of our college.”

South Dakota State University assistant professor Anamika Prasad is the first Department
of Mechanical Engineering faculty member to receive the prestigious National Science
Foundation CAREER award, which supports innovative research by early-career faculty.
Through the five-year, $531,740 grant, Prasad will use plants as an inspiration for designing
and developing flexible composite materials.
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FACULTY
NEWS
DEVELOPING BIOINSPIRED COMPOSITES
For composite materials, balancing multiple—and many times
conflicting—requirements is one of the biggest challenges going
forward, Prasad said. “Traditional polymers (which are typically
used in everyday composites) while providing strength and
manufacturability are not sustainable long term—they end up
as waste and do not break down in the environment. We need to
figure out ways to improve this by developing biobased materials
that decompose under certain conditions. At the same time,
we need materials that can address structural demands and
environmental stability.
“Flexibility is an important component for many new
applications,” Prasad continued. “We want bulletproof armor,
for instance, that is thin but is also light, flexible and ideally has
sensing capabilities. The plants are flexible yet strong enough
to survive winds and can sense environmental stressors, such
as drought and frost. Furthermore, plants have the amazing
capability to adapt to such stressors by signaling cells to modify
their structure and growth.
“Learning how plants manage these capabilities and provide
these different types of functionality is knowledge we can apply to
designing composites for a whole range of applications,” she said.
Through the CAREER award, Prasad and two graduate
students will analyze sunflowers and soybeans to gain a better
understanding about the different types of materials in the plant
cell walls and how those materials interact to provide desirable
properties through different growth stages.
“For instance, the cellulose fibers are interacting within a
pectin matrix. How does the load transfer happen at an early
stage of growth?” Prasad said.

JOANITA “JEETA”
KANT, a former
research scientist
in the civil and
cnvironmental
cngineering
department, died
March 29, 2021, under
hospice care.
Kant did
postdoctoral studies
in the department
in 2014-15 and
then worked in the
department from 2015
to 2018. Kant, 74, of
Brookings, earned SDSU degrees in geography (master’s,
2008) and plant science (doctorate, 2013) as well as
a bachelor’s degree in sociology education from the
University of South Dakota in 1972.
In 2008-09, Kant served as the AmeriCorps VISTA
representative at SDSU. She was on the South Dakota
Humanities Speakers Bureau circuit from the early
1990s to 2017.
MOSTAFA TAZARV (CIVIL) and TIM HANSEN
(ELECTRICAL) have received tenure and were promoted
to associate professor for the 2021-22 school year.

The funding will also support multiple undergraduate student
projects each school year for the duration of the grant. As adviser
of the university’s Biomedical Engineering Society, Prasad also
hopes to recruit more students interested in applied material
research to prepare the next generation of workforce for
addressing future challenges.
Prasad will also work with the South Dakota Discovery Center
in Pierre to create culturally sensitive lesson plans to increase
interest in biomaterials and plant-based research among rural
and Native American students. The center will distribute the
lessons to libraries and schools in the state both in-person and
through virtual tools, such as Facebook live and the South Dakota
Education portal. The education portal was created through
NSF support for Established Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research, commonly called EPSCoR, and connects research to
classrooms.
Christie Delfanian

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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AFRL FELLOWSHIP FUELS

COMPOSITE MATERIALS RESEARCH
Materials for aerospace applications face many challenges.
The structure of an aircraft must be light, yet strong. Structural
components such as the wings or fuselage must resist damage
while at the same time in some areas be able to handle high
temperatures from engine exhaust. An aircraft’s electronic
components must also be shielded from electrical surges due to
lightning strikes or other interference.
Developing new materials that meet these multiple demands
is what assistant professor Anamika Prasad of South Dakota
State University’s Department of Mechanical Engineering has
been working on in collaboration with the materials research
group at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
Prasad received an eight-week U.S. Air Force Research
Laboratory fellowship last summer to work with the materials
and manufacturing directorate and is continuing her research
on MXene-based composites through a second fellowship this
summer. The fellowship program, sponsored by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, builds relationships with full-time
science, mathematics and engineering faculty at U.S. colleges
and universities by giving them an opportunity to perform
research at an Air Force Research Lab.
“It was an amazing collaborative experience working
alongside AFRL scientists and summer fellows (faculty and
students),” said Prasad, whose research at SDSU focuses on
using plant-inspired structures to design and manufacture
composite materials.
Faculty normally perform research on-site, but the COVID-19
pandemic led to Prasad working remotely and shifted the
focus to computational analysis of MXenes, a new class of
two-dimensional engineering materials. A paper that describes
the results of their summer 2020 research is under review by
the MRS Bulletin Impact.
AFRL research materials engineer Dhriti Nepal said, “It is a
great pleasure working with professor Prasad. Her insights on
10
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bioinspired structures for mechanics and multiscale modeling
have been exceptionally valuable for designing next-generation
composites.”
FOCUSING ON MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
Engineering materials typically fall into individual buckets,
Prasad said. “If we want materials that are tough, we choose
a metal; if we want a material designed for flexibility and
low density, we choose a polymer or plastics; if we want high
strength and heat resistance, we choose a ceramic.” However,
for aerospace applications, the emphasis is on multifunctional
materials.
“Multifunctionality is built into natural systems,” Prasad said.
Fast-growing plants must be flexible yet maintain optimum
strength and provide a resilient path for water and thermal
management as the structure grows. Shells and exoskeletons
are examples of materials with a good balance of toughness
and strength while maintaining properties, such as surface
smoothness for defense against parasites.
MXene, pronounced like the name Maxine, was discovered in
2011 at Drexel University and has unique property combinations.
It can be made into highly conductive and strong thin films
in layers of only a few atoms, similar to graphene. “This new
two-dimensional material has very high strength in a plane
when you pull it and is very conductive and heat resistant,”
Prasad said.
Unlike the single-atom (carbon) of graphene, MXene’s 2D
layer structure can have a wide range of compositions, where
M stands for early transition metal, such as titanium or
chromium, and X stands for carbon and/or nitrogen. “Because
the compounds are not just a single element, we can play around
with them, functionalizing the surface layers for different
applications,” Prasad said. Other researchers estimate more
than a million MXene alloy compounds are yet to be discovered.

South Dakota State University assistant mechanical engineering professor Anamika Prasad, far right, attends a
poster session at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. She and her AFRL collaborators, from left, research chemist
Vikas Varshney and research materials engineer Dhriti Nepal, mentored Wright State University mechanical
engineering student Timothy Steimle, who did finite element analysis modeling of MXene composite films.

However, pure MXene films have a thin, flaky structure that
makes it difficult to create a composite combination that retains
the unique properties while providing structural durability.
“If you add polymer to MXenes to form a composite, it provides
structural stability, but the composites may lose their main
functionality of conductivity. To make them useful, we must
find pathways of composite design that do not alter their unique
properties,” Prasad said.
AFRL research chemist Vikas Varshney said, “Combining
multifunctionality with structural viability in such composites
is crucial for a number of Air Force structural applications.
Working with Dr. Prasad, we plan to model and explore as much
of a phase space as possible toward understanding the role of
different composite parameters in governing their structural
properties, eventually guiding experimentalists toward
developing structurally sound multifunctional composite
materials.”
ANALYZING MXENE STRUCTURES
Prasad compared the structure of the thin, flaky individual
tablets of MXene-polymer composites to the layered bricks
and the mortar structure present in some natural systems as a
means of gaining inspiration for the composite design.
“Many shells, for example, internally have a brick-mortar
structure in which brick or tiles are polygons and rigid. All the
tiles are dispersed within a polymeric mortar, which binds the
tiles and allows them to give or flex,” she said.
The tiles themselves have a wavy, rough structure, Prasad
continued. This unevenness makes the tiles interlock. “When a
crack occurs, it travels the zigzag path through the mortarlike
polymer, which provides sacrificial joints that break to give it
(the piece) further strength and fracture toughness.”

Last summer, she and her AFRL teams analyzed natural
composites to understand how their unique design features
could be applied to MXenes. This summer, she continued tasks
to develop simulations to model MXene-based composites and
surface interactions.
“We want to predict their macroscale response from what’s
happening at an atomic level of material design,” Prasad.
This fall, senior mechanical engineering major Jordan
VonSeggern of Elk Point joined her research group to continue
developing the model through an AFRL-supported internship.
Through her collaboration with AFRL researchers, Prasad
has “found a group of people who are really supportive and have
helped me explore new ideas.” She plans to continue to apply
what she has learned about MXene-based composites to her
research at SDSU.
“I can create MXene-based composite materials and
functionalize the layers to provide the capability to sense the
growth of plants or to see what is flowing inside the xylem
tissues,” she said. Tough, flexible films made using MXenes can
be used to create biomedical sensors that measure electrical
conductivity as different nutrients flow through plant tissues.
This spring, Prasad received an SDSU Research, Scholarship
and Creative Activities Challenge Fund grant to begin
developing simulation tools to predict the properties of MXenebased composites and bring machine learning capabilities into
her materials research. SDSU’s RSCA Challenge Fund helps
faculty generate preliminary data to increase their ability to
compete for external funding.
Christie Delfanian

AMERICAN INDIAN
STUDENT GROUP HONORED
The SDSU chapter of the American Indian Science and
Engineering Society received the Outreach and Community
Service Award at the organization’s national conference in
Phoenix Sept 25.
The group was honored for its volunteer-run tutoring program.
The award was received by president Danielle Arpan, Oglala
Sioux Tribe, Rapid City; Cole Bear Ribs, Rapid City; Paige Cain,
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, Flandreau; Traelene Fallis, Fort
Thompson; Turner Frank, Yankton; vice president Ciera Sauze,
Crow Creek Sioux Tribe, De Smet.
The group is advised by physics professor Larry Browning and
meets each Tuesday in the American Indian Student Center on
campus.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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ALLEN JONES
STEPPING ASIDE AFTER 18
YEARS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
Stepping into Allen Jones’
classroom was like stepping into the
gym, it might not be your first choice
of locations, but you knew you would
leave a better person.
Professor Jones taught classes in
computer-aided civil engineering
design, soil mechanics and
foundation engineering, among
others. The typical student reaction
is “Oh, it’s a Jones class,” the recently
retired professor admits. However,
by the end of the semester students
were thankful for the learning
opportunity, he said.
“I always wanted to see if I could encourage students to take
it to the next level,” said Jones, who retired in May after 18
years at SDSU. He said the feedback most received from student
evaluations was ‘This is the hardest class I’ve ever taken but it is
the one I’ve learned the most.’
“When you hear those comments over and over, you think
maybe I’m not such a hard nose.”
Other evidence of student support for a tough teacher is his
2020-21 selection as Teacher of the Year by the Joint Engineering
Council, a student-run group with representation from each
of the college’s engineering fields. The vote came before he
announced his retirement, Jones noted.
In notifying Jones, department head Nadim Wehbe wrote
“academic quality and rigor pays off.” That was one of Jones’
preaching points during his tenure.

“You have truly helped me see that going into geotechnical
engineering will be one of the main areas I will be looking into in
my job search.”
THEIR FACES SAID IT ALL
Raw statistics also point to Jones’ ability to teach students.
He tracked his undergraduates’ scores in the Fundamentals of
Engineering exam, which is a six-hour, computerized test that is
the first step in the process of becoming a professional licensed
engineer. Scores rose from 80% of the national average when he
started at SDSU in 2003 to substantially exceeding the national
average after three years.
As gratifying as those numbers are, Jones found a lot of joy in
the subjective, too.
“You can tell so much by facial expressions. When you have
bright faces and you can tell that everybody got it, that’s a
fantastic experience. I went to a lot of teacher training classes
and put in some 60-hour weeks, but to see that bright expression
on their faces, it was worth it all,” Jones said.
SPENT 18 YEARS IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY

CONTINUALLY WORKED TO BE BETTER TEACHER

He said part of what made him a good teacher was what he did
before going into teaching.

“Teaching effectiveness is determined by how much the
students learn. Teachers need to deliberately engage the
students to ask them ‘Are you really learning this material?’ I was
constantly assessing student learning and figuring out where can
I do better,” Jones said a week before fall classes were to resume.

Jones spent 18 years with a corporate design firm, Hart
Crowser, of Seattle. He started as an entry level engineer in 1985
when the firm had 75 employees. He grew with the company,
becoming a senior associate engineer and part-owner of a firm of
more than 300 employees when he left in 2003.

He admits he will miss teaching. “I loved teaching, but it was
time to discover new opportunities for the remainder of my
career,” he said.

“It was great background to bring to the classroom. I was the
lead engineer for that company in California, did work in South
America and was part of projects that were in the billions. I
was able to use actual projects in homework for upper elective
technical courses while connecting what I taught in fundamental
courses,” he said.

Students also grew to love Jones.
Justin Goossen, a May civil engineering graduate, wrote
Jones, “I wanted to take the time to thank you for being such an
influential professor during my academic career at SDSU. You
have truly had such a positive impact on my education and have
been such a great mentor throughout these last four years.

12
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Work in the corporate world “was very long hours and I tired
of chasing dollars. I went back to get a Ph.D. with the thought of
doing consulting work,” Jones said.

Allen Jones poses with graduates Alyssa Taylor, left, and Nicole Campbell at the Lohr College of Engineering’s December
2012 graduation. Campbell did undergraduate research for Jones, and Taylor was a master’s degree student.

DISCOVERED LOVE FOR TEACHING
While pursuing a doctorate in civil engineering at the
University of Washington, he also was tagged as a predoctoral
assistant so he could teach graduate courses. He found he
enjoyed the classroom, so when an opening occurred at SDSU
at the same time he was completing his doctorate (2003), Jones
applied.
He has worked with department head Wehbe, initially as a
colleague and later as a subordinate, for his entire career.
Wehbe said, “Allen’s passion was in teaching and program
assessment. Soon after I became department head, I appointed
Allen as the department’s undergraduate assessment
coordinator and ABET program evaluator. This appointment paid
handsome dividends when the civil engineering undergraduate
program was up for accreditation in 2015.

While retired from SDSU, he continues to serve as an ABET
evaluator and made a visit to the University of Wyoming this fall.
RETIREMENT: ROCK ART AND CONSULTING WORK
Most of his retirement hours will be spent on resurrecting
Jones Earth Technologies, a firm he kept on the backburner
during his teaching days, and developing LuLew Lapidary. That
is a rock cutting-and-polishing business Jones is naming after
his late father, Luther Lewis Jones, who extensively pursued rock
handling at his Idaho sheep ranch.
The elder Jones died in fall 2019 and his son inherited five rock
saws with diamond-embedded blades, three polishers and many
tumblers.

“I also credit Allen for offering his students a rigorous
and valuable education, which prepared them well for their
professional careers.”

Jones’ inheritance also includes 3,000-pound petrified logs,
embedded fossils, tons of Turritella agate and boxes of rare
fire and Spencer opal. For Jones, they become a canvas, using a
48-inch rock saw to split the agate and reveal striking colors. He
hopes by 2023 to be selling jewelry, bookends and coffee tables at
the Brookings Arts Festival.

Jones also became a department expert in accreditation,
serving as an assessment coordinator and for seven years has
been an ABET program evaluator.

Jones and his wife, Amy, director of campus maintenance at
SDSU, also pursue vehicle restoration at their rural Brookings
acreage.

The department, as well as three others in the college, had
accreditation visits this fall. “As assessment coordinator, my
job was to make sure we’re ready for an accreditation visit and
forward that information to the department head,” he said.

Dave Graves

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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NEW SDSU ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT HEAD AT WORK
New mechanical engineering
department head Yucheng
Liu (“Yu-chin Lew”) arrived in
Brookings before his professional
wardrobe, but that didn’t keep
him from hitting the ground
running.
Liu began work July 22 as head
of the mechanical engineering
department at the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering after
working seven years at Mississippi State University. He replaced
Kurt Bassett, who retired June 21 after 14 years as department
head and 32 years at SDSU.
Liu and his family moved into their south Brookings home
July 9, but suits and ties weren’t part of what the moving truck
brought from Starkville.
However, shorts and polos didn’t keep Liu from being
productive in leading the college’s largest department as
measured by enrollment (451 as of fall 2020). Jerome J. Lohr
Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier said, “Liu has the energy and
academic experience to take the mechanical engineering
department forward in building an expanded vision for the
future. I’m excited to see how he leads our talented group of
faculty members.”
In his initial weeks at State, Liu spent the time getting to know
the 16 faculty members in the department and the programs.
“All of the faculty members are top notch; the best faculty I
have seen in my career,” said Liu, whose academic career began
at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in 2009, leaving in
2014 to become an associate professor at Mississippi State. By
2018, he was named the Jack Hatcher Chair in Engineering
Entrepreneurship and in 2019, at age 43, he earned the title of
professor.
IMPRESSIVE ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
Liu considers his strong academic background to be one of his
strengths.
In 1997, he earned a bachelor’s degree from Hefei University
of Technology, an engineering school in China. He then worked
three years as an engineer at Shanghai Yanfeng Automobile
Trim Products Co. before going to Louisville. There he earned
master’s (2003) and doctoral (2005) degrees in mechanical
engineering.
After earning his doctorate, Liu did three years of
postdoctoral research at Louisville and then became an
assistant professor at Louisiana-Lafayette in January 2009.
“It only took me 10 years to rise to full professor. I have
taught 18 courses to undergraduate and graduate students and
developed two new courses. I have advised six Ph.D. students
and more than 20 master’s students. I have published more than
230 peer-reviewed publications and brought in $15.5 million
to support my research and have completed over 40 externally
funded projects.
14
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“I know teaching, and I know research. I can provide support
to faculty and have administrative experience as well,” Liu said.
Berdanier said Liu has proven himself at Mississippi State,
where graduate student enrollment and female enrollment
in the mechanical engineering department grew 39% and
71%, respectively, during his five years as graduate program
coordinator (2016-2021). He also encouraged student startup
businesses there.
AMBITIOUS ENROLLMENT GOALS
In assessing the SDSU mechanical engineering department,
Liu said he wants to exploit existing strengths to reenergize
enrollment.
When enrollment numbers were released for fall 2021, there
were fewer than 400 majors compared with 463 two years
ago. He blames COVID-19 for much of that and plans to grow
undergraduate numbers to 600 while also growing the doctoral
program, which began in fall 2020. He would like to see it grow
from three to 10 students.
“We have 10 faculty who could supervise Ph.D. students. I plan
to work to raise funds to recruit more Ph.D. students who can do
research for faculty members,” Liu said.
He hailed the faculty’s mix of young, research-focused faculty
members, such as Saikat Basu and Anamika Prasad, who
recently were awarded major grants, and established leaders
such as Stephen Gent, who coordinates the Sun Grant initiative,
Todd Letcher, who oversees student competition, and Zhong Hu,
who coordinates the graduate program.
Liu also has access to a wealth of knowledge right outside
his door. Secretary Jane Boggs has served in that role since
February 1989.
MAKING FUNDRAISING A PRIORITY
Liu said, “It’s a very friendly department. It’s a big family
and we help each other. I want to continue to promote this
environment. I don’t want to see faculty compete against others
for resources. I will be very active in fundraising to provide
better support for students and faculty, making sure each
faculty receives opportunities to develop.”
An area for which Liu won’t need to fundraise is facilities.
“We already have fabulous facilities—laboratories, buildings,
classrooms,” he said.
While Liu brings an impressive research resume, he said his
focus now will be administration. “I could be a co-PI (principal
investigator) and revise proposals, but I may not have much time
to lead a big research program.” Liu does plan to teach ME 490, a
one-credit career preparation class for seniors.
At home, Liu and his wife, Yili Gu, are raising sons, Louis, 11,
and Alex, 8. Liu’s hobbies include ping pong, soccer, watching
sports and reading history.
Dave Graves

DIRECTOR NAMED TO LEAD

HEAVY HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
America’s need for infrastructure
upgrades and an existing shortage
of engineers come just as SDSU is
putting more resources into its heavy
highway construction program.
In January, it was announced that
Beavers Charitable Trust, which is
the scholarship arm of the Beavers
Inc., a national heavy construction
industry trade group, was making
Gary Hemphill
an annual $50,000 investment in the
SDSU program for the next five years
to help fund a professor of practice.
Now Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier reports the
hiring of that position.
Gary Hemphill, who has more than 45 years of domestic and
international construction experience, began Aug. 23.
“Gary brings a vast resume of experience from the heavy civil
construction projects he has worked on not only in the United
States but also internationally. This true hands-on experience
from a teacher is what students desire and demand to help them
in learning,” according to Gary Johnson, president of A-G-E
Contracting in Fort Pierre.
Johnson also is secretary-treasurer of Beavers Inc., is a trustee
with Beavers Charitable Trust and was influential in securing the
donation.
SERVED ONE YEAR AT U OF MEMPHIS
Hemphill, of Aubrey, Texas, north of Dallas, said his experience
is split between 40% contractor, 50% engineer and 10% owner.
Most recently, he has been professor of practice in
construction management and engineering at the University
of Memphis (Tennessee). He was that program’s first and only
faculty member.
Hemphill was attracted to the established SDSU program,
which began in 2011 and awards 10 to 20 minors per year. In 2021,
15 students received minors in heavy highway construction,
according to Teresa Hall, who retired in April as head of the
Department of Construction and Operations Management.
SDSU PLANS TO GROW CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
There are five faculty members in the SDSU construction
management program, but there hasn’t been a dedicated heavy
construction instructor since Pat Pannell retired in 2014.
Johnson said Hemphill would be a good complement to Janet
Merriman and Norma Chandler Nusz, who have strong field
experience in closely affiliated construction areas.
Dave Woods, executive director of Beavers Inc. and Beavers
Charitable Trust, said, “If you get the right person in front of a
classroom, they can be an evangelist for heavy construction.”

Berdanier said Hemphill fills that bill because of his
comprehensive real-world experience. “Gary’s professional
experience will help him provide the link and engagement
that the heavy construction students need with the regional
companies. Gary also has worldwide experience and substantial
academic credentials that will serve him well as he bridges
between academia and industry.”
Part of Hemphill’s responsibility at SDSU will be to grow the
program.
Woods said, “Right now, heavy construction contractors are
busy, and with the prospect of a major infrastructure funding
bill, there will be more work and a greater need for prepared
individuals to enter the industry.”
CAREER INCLUDES INFORMAL ENGINEERING TRAINING
While Hemphill only has one year of experience as a faculty
member and will need to learn the particulars of the SDSU
program, he has a wealth of experience in training engineers. He
often found himself doing that in foreign countries while working
as a project manager and adds that during his three years in the
U.S. Army, part of his assignment was an instructor of military
subjects to indigenous people in his area of operations.
During the past two decades, he has held top management
positions in India, Nepal and Taiwan.
In addition, Hemphill said, “I served as tunnel construction
engineer on the $3 billion East Side Access Project, including
tunnels and a station below Grand Central Station in New
York City. Projects include a DART (Dallas Area Rapid Transit)
extension where I was the construction manager and the
Taiwan High Speed Rail Project on which I was responsible for
earthworks (embankments and side hill cuts) and the tunneling
contract.”
A previous DART project was the construction of an
underground station. “I have tunneled using all methods,
including hand-mining tunnels,” he said.
STARTED WITH FAMILY-OWNED BUSINESS
Hemphill grew up in a family-owned drilling and blasting
construction firm in New England. For 10 years (1989-99), he was
chief executive officer of Hemphill Engineers and Constructors
of Houston. He operated primarily in Latin America, including
Peru, El Salvador and Costa Rica, doing road building, tunneling
and small building construction.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from
Babson College (Wellesley, Massachusetts) and a master’s degree
in civil engineering from Worcester (Mass.) Polytechnic Institute
(1972) and master’s and doctoral degrees in mining engineering
from the University of Idaho (1975 and 1990, respectively).
Dave Graves
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NEW CONCRETE INDUSTRY

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DIRECTOR BUSY RECRUITING
Tim Hostettler’s job is pedaling
the concrete industry management
degree program at SDSU, but the
new director doesn’t have time to
watch the concrete harden.
Hostettler, a 35-year veteran of
the industry, took the reins of the
new program in early July.
In December 2020, the South
Dakota Board of Regents gave SDSU approval to
plan the program of study for the degree, which
is a private/public partnership that aims to
educate the next generation of leaders for the
concrete industry. Final board approval of
the new program was received in May.
SDSU is the fifth U.S.

university to offer the program and the first one in the 12-state,
Upper Midwest region. SDSU was selected after an extensive
search of five universities.
Since moving from Rapid City, Hostettler has spent many hours
on the concrete ribbon traveling to cement plants around the
Midwest.
"The goal is to attract children of concrete plant employees
who want their sons and daughters to attend college and see the
income potential in the business," Hostettler said.
He will soon be assisted by a full-time recruiter. That position
is expected to be filled by the first of the year and the recruiting
territory will expand to Illinois and Michigan.
OPERATORS OFFER WARM WELCOME
Hostettler said plant operators are happy to hear of the
program. “I’ve yet to come across anyone who isn’t excited for it.
The one disappointment is, we have a very strong patrons group,
but you get to the facilities and the word hasn’t trickled down
from corporate. ‘Your company donated $10,000 to this
program. I’m sorry you don’t know about it.’
By not starting the position until
mid-summer, there wasn’t much
time to influence students to
enroll in the program for this
fall. Consequently, there
are two students,
one the daughter
of a concrete
contractor.
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Hostettler expects a different picture in fall 2022. In addition
to placing posters in break rooms at concrete plants, he has
spoken at career fairs in Aberdeen and Brookings as well as in
general engineering classes at SDSU.
Hostettler also is teaching a couple Tuesday-Thursday classes
this fall—Concrete 101 and Introduction to Industrial Safety.
With only two students, it has been easy to make field trips to
the Brookings Fire Department for fire extinguisher training, to
inspect a ready-mix plant and to Mankato, Minnesota, to watch a
paving project with a state-of-the-art paver.
The full program of classes is to be implemented in fall 2022.
Hostettler envisions a program of 80 to 100 students by the fifth
or sixth year of the program.
TEACHING BACKGROUND, DECADES IN INDUSTRY
Hostettler, a native of northern California, began work
as a concrete laborer at Pleasant Valley Ready Mix in Chico,
California, in 1986. He stayed with the firm (now A&A Concrete
Supply) for 31 years, holding management positions the last 20
years.
While there, he taught night classes in the concrete industry
management program at California State-Chico from 2009 to
2017.
Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier said, “Tim’s
background in the industry and his experience working with
students provides the perfect combination for launching a
program that supports our mission as a land-grant university of
addressing workforce needs of industries in the 12-state region
and beyond.
“I am so excited for SDSU and the state of South Dakota that we
were chosen to deliver this important program across 25% of the
United States.”
FOUND TEACHING PASSION AT CHICO STATE
A lesson Hostettler learned at Chico State is that
promotion within the industry will be vital for
growing enrollment and financial support.
Hostettler was general manager of the Northern
California division of A&A Concrete Supply
when the program began at Chico State in
2007. Two years later, program
director Tanya Komas asked him
if he would team teach a class on
facility management. Two weeks
before classes were to begin, his
faculty partner resigned, and
Hostettler taught solo.
He was assigned another class
for spring semester and two
classes the next school
year. Hostettler worked
days at A&A and
taught evenings from
4:30 to 9 p.m.

Demanding, but he loved it. “I was very fond of the time
(2009-17) I spent (teaching) in California. I really enjoyed working
with the students. A lot of them stay in contact and keep me
posted on what they are doing. When the program came to South
Dakota State, it seemed like it was just destiny,” Hostettler said.
WORKED IN DAKOTAS SINCE ’17
Since February 2017, he has been a senior sales representative
with MasterBuilders Solutions Admixture Systems covering
North and South Dakota while living in Rapid City.
His background also includes an MBA in 2015 from the
concrete industry management program from Middle Tennessee
State, home of the first such program. His final position with
A&A was sales and technical service representative at the Chico
plant, taking sales from $2.2 million in 2011 to more than $4
million five years later.
Eugene Martineau, chair of the Concrete Industry Management
National Steering Committee, said, “I believe this is an excellent
hire for SDSU and the CIM program. Tim’s knowledge of the
program and its goals, along with his personality and passion
for education, make him the ideal candidate to lead the
implementation.”
STRONG PRIVATE BACKING TO LAUNCH
The CIM National Steering Committee and its North Central
Region patrons selected SDSU as its candidate to launch an
Upper Midwest program after a six-month selection process. The
groups will provide SDSU $1.5 million over five years to develop
the degree program and assist in employing a program director,
recruiter and laboratory manager.
He said the key to the program’s success will be recruitment.
“Once students are involved, they’ll love it. There is a perception
issue that concrete is a dirty, grimy job. But what is exciting
about the industry is there is a place for you regardless of your
interest whether it is numbers, human relations, quality control
or operations …
“The main underlying theme is a work ethic. We’re looking for
somebody who doesn’t mind getting up early and staying up late.”
FAMILY FOOTPRINTS SET IN CONCRETE
One might look no further for proof of job satisfaction in the
industry than Hostettler’s own family. He and his wife, Shannon,
have two sons.
The oldest, Robert, received his college degree from the
concrete industry management program while Hostettler was
teaching at Chico State. Robert now is head of Oregon aggregate
operations for CalPortland, one of the top 10 producers of cement
in the United States. Donald is sales and operations manager for
Ace Ready Mix in Sioux Falls.
Tim and Shannon Hostettler purchased a house in Aurora and
relocated in June.
Dave Graves
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DOORS OPEN FOR RESEARCH, COLLABORATION AT
RAVEN PRECISION AGRICULTURE CENTER

Two years in the construction and four years in the planning,
the long-anticipated dream of having a state-of-the-art precision
ag center on the campus of the state’s first land-grant university
became reality in early August when faculty moved in and
instruction began Aug. 23.
Raven Precision Agriculture Center was officially dedicated
Sept. 11 with a public open house followed by the Precision Ag
Bowl football game that evening.
The $46.1 million facility puts the Department of Agricultural
and Biosystems from the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering
and Department of Agronomy, Horticulture and Plant Science
from the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental
Sciences under one large roof on the northwest corner of campus.
At 122,694 square feet, the facility has a footprint of 2.8 acres,
but the farming on this parcel will be a cultivation of nextgeneration know-how.
Rosalyn Madsen, a junior precision ag major from Franklin,
Minnesota, spoke at the dedication.
“With the opening of this new facility, we as students will
be able to expand our network to those outside of our area of
study. This new building offers advanced opportunities for us as
students as well as faculty to enhance our knowledge in areas of
production agriculture and allows room for growth as precision
technologies constantly advance and change.”
Throughout the building, ag engineering and agriculture are
comingled. On each side of a plant science faculty member, there
is an ag engineer office to create a better environment for people
to interact professionally and socially.
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL SHOULDER RUBBING
Previously, ag engineering faculty was in the Ag Engineering
Hall (now being remodeled for the School of Psychology, Sociology
and Rural Studies) with ag faculty in Berg Agricultural Hall and
McFadden Biostress Lab. Some ag faculty didn’t switch buildings,
but with ag engineering and plant science housed together,
communication and collaboration should accelerate.
On the west end of both floors there are suites of 20 offices. In
addition, on the second floor there is cubicle office space for 52 ag
engineering graduate students. Offices for plant science graduate
students are conveniently located next to the first-floor labs
where they will be assisting in undergraduate education.
For as attractive and functional as these offices may be, those
weren’t what created oohs and ahs when the public took the open
house tours.
BIG BAYS FOR POWER EQUIPMENT
Among the major attractions is the high-bay lab, where
full-scale equipment can be brought in for study and testing.
The 65- x 65-foot room has a 28-foot wide bi-fold door to drive in
a tractor or a combine and a 3-ton bridge crane to do the heavy
lifting.
Nic Uilk, an instructor in agricultural and biosystems
engineering, said, “I am very excited to have the ability to bring
full-size equipment into the building to be able to do hands-on
labs with modern equipment.”

During an open house tour of the Raven Precision Ag Center, instructor Doug Prairie points out features of the quarter-scale tractor built by ag and
biosystem engineering students the previous school year. In the new facility, students have a dedicated lab for building the annual creation.

Next door is the mid-bay lab. Though smaller (2,772 square
feet versus 4,245 square feet), it featured chassis and PTO
dynamometers rated at 300 horsepower and a 5-ton bridge crane.
The $250,000 dynamometers allow for vehicle performance
testing without leaving the shop, equipment you might expect to
be at a vehicle manufacturer’s testing lab.
Van Kelley, head of the Department of Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineering, said, “Any engineering student studying
power systems wants to understand performance. A vehicle can
operate at full power on the dynamometer, just as if it was on the
road. This would be useful in studying alternative power sources
or fuels or to compare the performance of an electric or dieselpowered vehicle.
“A major part of power systems studies is understanding power
losses going through transmissions. Previously, all we could do
was look at a picture in a book.”
STUDENT TO HAVE ROLE IN LAB SETUP
Ty Grone, a senior in the department, will be doing an
independent study project this year with instructor Doug Prairie
on the chassis dyno to develop new teaching and lab exercises for
it.
Grone said, “This will create a greater experience for the
power and machinery dyno lab with the ability to be more hands
on with the machine as well as seeing and running an actual
piece of equipment to see how it can be loaded down to calculate
horsepower. I feel confident that this new lab will not only help
open doors for incoming students but help the department create
new ties within the agricultural world.”
Prairie, whose courseload includes classes in design and
management of ag machinery systems, said he is looking forward
to working in state-of-the-art shop and lab facilities.
Other vocational spaces are a fabrication bay, a wood shop and
a quarter-scale tractor lab. The Quarter-Scale Tractor Team,
within ag and biosystems, won the national title in 2018 and was
runner-up in 2019. Students previously built their 31-horsepower
creation in a corner of the Ag Engineering Building’s fabrication
shop. Club adviser Prairie said students are excited to have their
own dedicated work area.

and horticulture majors and 77 ag engineering majors. There are
15 classrooms and class labs with a total of 525 student seats.
Kelley said some of the classrooms could be used as general
classrooms, so the ag center will serve an ever-larger segment of
the SDSU population.
But make no mistake, Raven Precision Agriculture Center
is designed to be hub of campus ag activity. Located at North
Campus Drive and Medary Avenue in the northwest sector of
campus, it’s just south of the Animal Science Center and the
Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Lab, just west of the
McFadden Biostress Lab and north of the Davis Dairy Plant.
Kelley said, “This building by far has the most area for students
to hang out after classes.”
Students can study, socialize or scribble project ideas on
whiteboards in one of 22 collaborative areas. Many are in the
atrium, which serves as the main east-west corridor and lets in
an abundance of natural light, keeping interior rooms from being
totally dark when lights aren’t on. The focus on natural light is
consistent throughout the building.
Colin Gaalswyk ’94/M.S. ’00, senior mechanical engineer at
SDSU Facilities and Services, said the center is designed and
constructed to meet silver designation by the Leadership in
Energy Environmental Design.
STUDENTS ABSORB EXCITEMENT OF NEW BUILDING
However, planners went beyond big and bright in developing
State’s newest academic building.
This intentionality hasn’t escaped the attention of students.
Parker Aase, a senior precision ag major from Owatonna,
Minnesota, said he looks forward to “having the ability to do
different tests that we would not have been able to do before
as well as having more open area to collaborate between
departments as we will now have agronomy in the same building.
“Also, just getting to say that I am having class in the newest
building on campus is a great feeling!”
Dave Graves

HUB FOR CAMPUS’ AG SECTOR
SDSU was the first school in the nation to have
a precision ag major and minor. There are 94
students majoring in precision ag with another 100
getting a minor. In addition, there are 180 agronomy

From left at the center's grand opening are: John Killefer, South Dakota Corn
Endowed Dean of the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences;
Dan Rykhus, president and chief executive officer, Raven Industries; S.D.
Representative David Anderson; Gov. Kristi Noem; Rosalyn Madsen, SDSU
precision agriculture student; Barry H. Dunn, SDSU president; Mike Jaspers,
interim executive director, South Dakota Corn; Grant Rix, president, South
Dakota Corn Utilization Council; Bruce Berdanier, Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean
of the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering.
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Ray Wahle, senior vice president of power supply and operations with Missouri River
Energy Services, stands in the penstock excavation at the Red Rock Hydroelectric Project
in Iowa in this 2019 photo. On Oct. 18, the recently retired Wahle was honored with the
Wayne E. Knabach Excellence in Power Award.

KNABACH
EXCELLENCE
WINNER
MISSOURI RIVER ENERGY SERVICES
SENIOR VP HONORED
Known informally as Mr. Missouri River Energy Services, Ray
Wahle has been named the 2021 Wayne E. Knabach Excellence in
Power Award winner.

Studies and Missouri River Energy Services sponsored a
capacitor control project. The objective was to provide a
capacitor bank controller for voltage and power factors.

Wahle, of Sioux Falls, spent 42 years at Missouri River Energy
Services, the last 30-plus years as senior vice president of power
supply and operations. The award is presented by the Center for
Power System Studies, which is based at SDSU and is dedicated to
the teaching of electrical power systems in coordination with the
regional power industry.

Construction was completed in fall 2020. Low water levels
meant testing was delayed to this spring after the reservoir had
filled, Wahle said.

The award was presented at the annual conference Oct. 18
at McCrory Gardens. Roberto Penaloza Valencia received the
group’s scholarship award.
Wahle is the 12th person to receive the Knabach Award since
it was created to honor the longtime Center for Power Systems
Studies director, Wayne E. Knabach, who died in 2014. The award
recognizes lifetime achievement in the industry, and Wahle
spent his entire career at Missouri River, which was known as
Missouri Basin Municipal Power Agency when he was hired in
1979 after graduating from South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology.
Wahle grew up in Salem and became interested in the power
industry while studying electrical engineering.
Austin Hoekman, a 2007 graduate of the SDSU electrical
engineering program and a colleague, said Wahle “breathes
Missouri River through and through. He is Mr. Missouri River
Energy Services. He led the engineering and technical side for as
long as I can remember. He really built it up. He loves technical
projects.”
A DAM GOOD HYDRO PLANT
One example of this was the Red Rock Hydroelectric Project,
which was tested this spring.
The 43-megawatt hydroelectric plant was built at the existing
Red Rock Dam near Pella, Iowa. It is a U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers flood control dam and the project included a turbine
install. Of course, the details are a bit more technical and
included use of SDSU senior design students in its early stages.
In the 2018-19 school year, the Center for Power Systems
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INTRODUCING STUDENTS TO POWER INDUSTRY
Missouri River Energy Services, which serves 61 member
municipalities that own and operate their own electric
distribution systems, frequently has projects for senior design
students. Last year, students were tasked with creating a control
for a solar collector system so it wouldn’t feed more power into
a substation than the load connected to the substaton. This is to
avoid the complex tariff issues should the generation exceed the
load.
Wahle also was dedicated to employing summer interns at the
entity’s Sioux Falls headquarters.
“We have interns help at power plants, update drawings and
collect data as well as a wide range of other projects. We try to
hire one to two interns each year. It’s a great learning experience
for interns and a great help for us. Then, if we have an opening,
when they graduate, we try to hire those interns.
“It’s a great way to interview people for three months. It’s a
great opportunity for both of us. Of course, you have to have
reasonable projects. We don’t just hire people for busy work,”
Wahle said.
NEW HYDRO PLANT ON DESIGN BOARD
Wahle’s current busy work, apart from playing golf and
spending time at the lake home, is doing preliminary engineering
work on the Gregory County Pumped Storage Project. This
proposed 1,800-megawatt pumped storage plant near Lake
Francis Case on the Missouri River is 15 years away from reality,
if it ever becomes reality.
“We’re doing studies to see if the Gregory County project, in
combination with wind and solar facilities, could create enough
power and energy to replace a thermal (coal-fired) plant,” said
Wahle, who retired from full-time work May 28.

The proposal is to pump water into an upper reservoir on a
high bluff above Lake Francis Case when electrical prices are
low and the system has more renewable generation than what
can be consumed by load. When electrical prices are high and
renewable energy production is inadequate to serve the load,
water would be released through a turbine to generate electricity,
Wahle explained. Construction feasibility is still being studied.
“Then there are four years of permitting work and that’s if we
decide the economics justify it,” Wahle said.
INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST CHANGE IN 42 YEARS
Wahle said the industry’s gradual shift from thermal (coalfired) to intermittent (sun and wind, which aren’t always
available) is not the biggest change he has seen in his 42 years.
The biggest change
came in 2005, when the
electrical generation
industry switched from
bilateral contracts
between generators
and distributors to a
marketplace system
where generators
submit bids to
regional transmission
organizations. It
operates somewhat like
a stock market with all
generators getting paid
a clearing price and all
of the load paying the
clearing price.

“When everything was bilateral from Company A to Company
B, generation was inefficient and price transparency didn’t exist,”
Wahle said.
The electric marketplace “separates the generation and the
load. You’re no longer operating generators based on your load,
but rather if your generation offer price is less than the clearing
price, it is dispatched. It was a huge change in how we operated
our generators. (However,) this system has worked to drive down
the wholesale cost of electricity. It’s considerably lower today
than what it was in 2005,” Wahle said.
He added, “It’s phenomenally complex with virtual
transactions and hedging schemes to mitigate your risks, but you
hire smart people and they figure things out.”
Finding solutions to such problems and “applying them in the
most economical way so we served our members reliably and
economically” brought job satisfaction, Wahle said. He added, “I
had a great staff and other departments within Missouri River. It
was really a team effort in how you deal with these problems that
crop up.”
Steve Hietpas, coordinator of the Center for Power System
Studies, said, “The commitment of Ray Wahle and Missouri River
Energy Services to serve and meet their customers’ needs along
with their long-standing commitment to the Center for Power
Systems Studies and the electrical students at SDSU via summer
internship and postgraduation employment is exemplary.
“This recognition of Ray Wahle by his peers is an
acknowledgement to the success of Missouri River Energy
Services as well.”
Dave Graves
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RESCUING A COLLEGE FROM CLOSING

STUDENTS LEAD STORM OF PROTEST IN 1971 ENGINEERING CRISIS
Talk about student engagement.
The year was 1971. The controversial Vietnam War dominated
national headlines and was felt on campus too. Home state U.S.
Sen. George McGovern spoke on the campus green May 22 after
earlier declaring himself a candidate for president in 1972.
Airline hijackings were worldwide. Tensions were heightened
in the Middle East after the assassination of Egyptian President
Gamel Abdel Nasser the year before.
At SDSU in fall 1970, change came to the most hallowed of
traditions—Hobo Day. Gone was freshmen initiation. The SDSU
yearbook stated, “The loss of these activities threw a blanket of
disappointment and apathy over Hobo Week.”
However, feelings of apathy were long gone by March 1971, and
it had nothing to do with the change of seasons.
It had everything to do with a plan being set into motion to
eliminate most of the College of Engineering and fold it into
South Dakota School of Mines in Rapid City. Only ag engineering
would have remained in Brookings as the Board of Regents
looked for ways to operate South Dakota’s public university
system more efficiently.
HE SAID THAT?
The consolidation plan become so controversial that the issue
dominated the 1971 state legislature and produced quite possibly
the most famous one-liner ever delivered by an SDSU president.
“In my barnyard language, castrating a bull doesn’t improve
him and it certainly alters his operation.” Hilton M. Briggs, the
outspoken former Iowa farm boy, was addressing the Board of
Regents during a Feb. 11, 1971, meeting in which the Regents were
considering a plan to scale back engineering at SDSU.
It would be reduced from a college to a department with a
two-year pre-engineering program offered “if a feasibility study
indicated the need.”
Briggs called the plan for the engineering college “the biggest
step backward ever taken in higher education in South Dakota”
and that he had never heard of such a thing as a department of
engineering. Briggs’ bold words didn’t persuade the Regents. The
vote was 5-2 to move ahead with consolidating the
engineering programs.
STUDENTS RESPOND
However, his words
certainly stirred the
media, local legislators and
students at State,
which had an
enrollment of
6,000 then.
On Feb. 15, 1971,
Rep. John Bibby,
R-Brookings,
introduced House
Bill 766, which
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would mandate engineering among the fields of professional
education offered at State. William Myers, serving as the
spokesmen for SDSU engineering students, testified there was no
justification for “crippling a university that has grown so much
and is such a showpiece in the state.”
However, others argued that it wasn’t the legislature’s job
to establish curriculum. The Bibby bill didn’t make it out of
committee.
That’s when the students at State got engaged.
CAMPUS EMPTIED FOR STUDENT BLITZ
The SDSU yearbook stated student leaders, “at the request and
suggestion of interested students,” organized a rally in the Barn
at 2 p.m. Wednesday, March 3, the day after the committee vote.
According to Harold Bailey’s “A Quest for Excellence,” the rally
drew 4,000 students. (Keep in mind, the gym only seated 2,500
to 3,000 for basketball.) Students’ Association President Tom
Stanton outlined a four-point plan for each student to follow. The
cornerstone was skipping classes to return home and contact
opinion leaders. Students did just that. The absentee rate was
80% the next day.
On Friday, only 4% were in class, based on a count of students
in the Home Economics-Nursing-Rotunda Complex (now Wagner
Hall and Bailey Rotunda).
HAGGAR, NIVA RECALL OUTREACH EFFORTS
“I’m a freshmen here. The last thing I wanted them to do
was close down the college,” recalled 1974 engineering physics
graduate Bruce Haggar, now of Brookings. “My dad had contacts.
He was in the state legislature from Sioux Falls, then was highway
director in Pierre, then went into real estate sales and law. He set
up a meeting at the state Capitol.
“My point I remember making is that it was a more wellrounded education at SDSU (than at a school with exclusively
engineers). That was the message. Four or five of us (students)
were in the meeting.”
Gordon Niva, a 1973 engineering physics graduate, recalls
that students were given form letters to hand to neighbors, who
were to mail them to their state representative. “I would go to a
neighbor’s house and ask if they would oppose the plan. If so, I
said, ‘Here’s a form letter or if you want, I will rewrite it for you.’
He would rewrite one or two paragraphs to neighbors in the
Frederick/Barnard area north of Aberdeen. The engineering
college provided envelopes and stamps, he said.
“In the engineering department (college) there was a feeling
of angst. Disbelief and anger that such a thing would even be
contemplated. However, it showed me that grassroots activism
can actually succeed. Despite the enormity of the circumstances,
‘What can one student do?’ there actually was something you
could do—form letters.
“It drove home to me what one person can do. I learned a
lifelong lesson,” Niva, now of Brookings, said.

BLITZ PRODUCED QUICK RESPONSE IN PIERRE
Students also were instructed to tell the people they spoke
with to their legislators. Writing in “Quest for Excellence,” Bailey
said by 3:30 p.m. March 3 (the student rally began at 2 p.m.), “the
Brookings Telephone Exchange was jammed as the number of
calls exceeded calculations of the telephone planners.
“Calls were made to instructors concerning make-up
examinations and laboratory sessions, calls were made to fellow
students seeking rides home, and calls were made to surprised
parents telling them of their arrival home that evening.
“Out-of-state students set up a command/information center in
the Student Union to answer questions and to receive reports of
what was happening throughout the state.”
It didn’t take long to gain the legislators’ attention. On Friday,
March 5, Rep. Merl Pommer moved that the State Affairs
Committee deliver to the House the Bibby bill. A “smoke-out”
requires one-third of representatives to back the move. It was
estimated more than half the representatives stood in support,
the SDSU yearbook stated.
STUDENTS WENT EVERYWHERE, INCLUDING SALE BARN
On Monday, students returned to class “and the general
atmosphere of campus was normal,” the yearbook reported.
In a March 9 Associated Press article on the students’ efforts,
Stanton called it “an exercise in democracy” which didn’t
generate any report of adverse student conduct. “The students
conducted themselves as responsible citizens seeking public
support for a course which directly effects them and all South
Dakotans,” Stanton said.
Within 24 hours of students leaving campus, they had set up
headquarters in all major cities in South Dakota, Stanton told
The Associated Press.
At the Western Mall in Sioux Falls, students set up an
information booth and “must have talked to over 3,000 people,”
Bob Boettcher, Sioux Falls coordinator, told the AP. Other
students went office-to-office and store-to-store. Two students
zeroed in on waiting rooms, visiting with patients waiting to see
the doctor.
The lobbying blitz coincided with regional basketball
tournaments. At some locations, the former high school athletes
were allowed to speak at halftime. Other students, armed with
mimeographed fact sheets, contacted fans as they left.
In Yankton, students established a booth in the Broadway Plaza
shopping center, where some 300 persons signed petitions asking
that the plan be reconsidered. Others visited businesses and
some got time on Yankton radio stations, The Associated Press
reported.
The article added, “At one large livestock auction company, a
coed got the manager to agree to interrupt the sale so that she
might tell her story to the cattle buyers. The girl brought along
petitions for the buyers and sellers to sign and the manager had
to have more made up when the packed house had used up all the
space on the petitions the coed had with her.”
BIBBY BILL HITS SENATE ROADBLOCK
The Bibby Bill sailed through the House, but was gutted in the
Senate and two conference committees found no resolution.

On March 19, 1971, the final day of the legislative session,
another conference committee submitted a satisfactory
compromise. It called for an independent analysis of engineering
education in South Dakota with the provision that any decision of
the Regents to close an engineering college must be approved by
the Legislature. That cleared the House 64-4 and the Senate 34-1.
Education Commissioner Gibbs threatened to bring up the plan
in the future, but never did, according to the account in a “Quest
for Excellence.”
REGENT ATTACKS SDSU ADMIN, STUDENTS
Just because the Legislature’s votes were overwhelming didn’t
mean everyone left the room happy. Regent Marian Hersrud
inserted a blistering written statement into the minutes of the
April 15-16, 1971, Board of Regents minutes. As quoted in a “Quest
for Excellence,” it read:
“There is much that should be forgotten in the past months.
However, as a Regent and as a parent, I am appalled and outraged
by the use and abuse of the SDSU student body during the most
recent campaign involving the engineering school. I read the
distortions and nontruths that were circulated by the students
and heard them again in my own home when a delegation called
on me.
“The distortions and nontruths were known to be exactly that
by the administration and faculty at SDSU and by the elected
representatives of the Legislature from that area and yet the
students were not only allowed but also encouraged to leave their
classes and to spread this propaganda all over the state.
“Our young people in South Dakota are our greatest resource,
our greatest gift, and when they are used as pawns in the big
game of power politics, I must protest.”
IN PRAISE OF STUDENTS, BRIGGS
Bibby defended the students in a statement published April 21,
1971, in the Brookings Register.
As quoted in a “Quest for Excellence,” it read: “This was
a student-planned and student-run campaign. None of the
legislators nor the administration or faculty of SDSU knew of this
action until it happened … To my knowledge, the students acted
responsibly and in a mature manner to keep their university
from being decimated.
“To suggest these students were used as “pawns” is a discredit
to their intelligence and integrity.”
As for Hilton Briggs, the president who equated the Regents’
move with castrating the prize bull and took the lead to oppose
the plan, he faced later retribution.
In October 1972, the Regents passed a policy limiting university
presidents to 10 years of service. However, Briggs, who was 62 and
14 years into his term, was given three additional years to finish
at age 65 and “catch up” on his retirement program.
Bailey concluded, “As I write this today (2011), I am convinced
that President Briggs’ action solidified the foundation of South
Dakota State University and his sacrifice was necessary for it to
become what Sherwood Berg, Robert Wagner, Peggy Miller and
now David Chicoine could build on to make this institution as
great as it has become.”
Dave Graves
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ENERGIZING AN ENGINEERING COLLEGE

FIFTY YEARS FROM NEAR-DEATH TO VIBRANCY, LOHR
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING LOOKS BACK
There is no high-bay structures lab in Crothers Engineering
Hall, Solberg Hall remains shuttered and the Chicoine
Architecture, Mathematics and Engineering Hall is still a parking
lot.
Like the segment in “It’s a Wonderful Life” when the angel takes
George Bailey to a place that came to be because he wasn’t born,
consider how different South Dakota State University would be
today if the 1971 dispute about consolidating engineering colleges
would have been decided differently.
Fifty years of accomplishments that now define the Jerome J.
Lohr College of Engineering simply would have never existed.
Passage of the Bibby Bill and rescue of the college from being
absorbed into the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
breathed life back into the college. While the college was
breathing on its own, it took many years for the college to gain
robust health.
Today, the Lohr College of Engineering has garnered national
prestige and is positioned favorably with its peers.
Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier said, “The
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering can stand proud among its
academic peers. We are distinguished and differentiated from
other engineering schools in the Midwest by our teaching and
research facilities, which have been built and updated mostly by
donors over the past 10 years.
“We continue to have national accreditation for all of
our undergraduate programs, and our research vision and
performance is on the rise. Also, our students continue to
distinguish themselves nationally in team competitions against
major universities.”
STARTING POINT: 1971
Lew Brown, who was part of the college for nearly 40 years and
served as dean from 2001 to 2018, said, “During the 1970s and
’80s, faculty still sensed a feeling of resentment from the Board of
Regents. In the 1970s and ’80s, we were so stripped of programs
and people. I really credit (Dean) Virgil (Ellerbruch) and other
people who got us through really tough times. We stand on their
shoulders.”
The Legislature adjourned March 19, 1971, with the SDSU
College of Engineering intact. Fears of the issue resurfacing again
in the Board of Regents didn’t materialize.
However, that did nothing to address legitimate concerns,
particularly aging facilities and frail financial foundations.
External financial support was almost unheard of in the 1970s.
Nearly all revenue came from Pierre and tuition payments.
Dennis Helder started taking classes at State in spring
semester 1976 and earned bachelor’s degrees in animal science
(1979) and electrical engineering (1980).
Helder, now a distinguished professor emeritus, recalls, “The
student research we had was significant in concept but minimal
in size. As an undergrad, I worked for (electrical engineering
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professor) Duane Sander to put a transmitter chip in a cow.”
Virtually any funded work the college had was in the form of
subcontracts with the then-College of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, Helder said.
FACULTY FOCUSED SOLELY ON TEACHING
When he joined the faculty in 1985, the practices had not
changed.
“We focused on undergraduate teaching, and we were good
at it. I never had an employer tell me our graduates weren’t
technically competent,” Helder said. He served in the electrical
engineering department with Wayne Knabach, “the best teacher
in the program. He was only trained to the master’s level and he
made full professor.
Doug Miron was the first faculty member to publish research
in a professional journal. It was so noteworthy that the electrical
engineer’s piece was printed in its entirety in Impulse.
Dean Earnest Buckley put an emphasis on young faculty
members earning their doctorate and returning to teach. Helder
started at North Dakota State for a doctorate in engineering. “It
was only the second or third year of the program. We didn’t get
an (engineering) Ph.D. at SDSU until 2003,” Helder said.
Mines didn’t have one either, he noted.
Among those returning to SDSU to teach in fall 1988 after
leaving for doctoral studies: Delvin DeBoer, civil; Helder,
electrical; and Kurt Bassett, mechanical. All became institutions
on campus.
The list also included Frank Kornbaum, electrical; Chuck
Remund, mechanical engineering; and Robert Schmidt,
mathematics.
BEGAN DEANSHIP WITH 3 GOALS
The 1971 Engineering Crisis well preceded Brown’s time at
SDSU, even as a student. However, he learned a lesson from that
and a much less publicized comparison of Mines and SDSU in
1997-98. The Regents took another look at program duplication
and SDSU didn’t fare well on the comparison chart, he said.
Brown, then the head of electrical engineering, said the review
gave him the spark to become interested in becoming dean.
“I was determined to make SDSU engineering indispensable
and put the college in a leadership position,” Brown said. “When I
started as dean in 2001, I had three goals:
• Rebuild or renew our facilities;
• Rebuild or renew our academic programs;
• Institute formal intimate relations between every
department and program and its regional employers so we
know we are meeting their needs and can rely on them as
strong private advocates should there ever be an attempt to
close the college again.”

REBUILDING THE COLLEGE
“It was a transformative, historic time for SDSU and the College
of Engineering,” Brown said of the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Most visible was the industrious restructuring of the college’s
footprint.
• Crothers Engineering Hall—a 29,000-square-foot expansion
to create the Lohr Structures Lab and significant renovation
throughout the building, $7 million with $3.75 in private
funds; groundbreaking May 18, 2001, and opened in summer
2002.
• Solberg Hall—closed in 1998 for safety reasons, the college’s
original engineering building came back to life through
a renovation project chaired by civil engineering alum
Jerry Lohr ’58 and carried out by Sioux Falls Construction
chairman Jack Marshmann ’55; rededicated 2003.
• Daktronics Engineering Building, home to electrical
engineering and computer science completed in two
sections, east wing 2009, west wing 2012. Phase I, pegged
at $8.375 million, and Phase II, which included space for the
physics department and pegged at $4 million, were both
entirely privately funded.
• Chicoine Architecture Mathematics and Engineering Hall—
formal groundbreaking Oct. 4, 2013. Dedicated April 24,
2015. A $17 million project ($7 million private, $10 million
state) that provided student lab and fabrication areas as well
as rescuing the math department from Harding Hall.
• Upgrades of Crothers Engineering Hall continued through
2020 with new office suites created for the dean and
department heads for mechanical and civil engineering
as well as faculty office and student lab upgrades. Private
donors shouldered most of the cost.

was renamed the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering in 2013 in
honor of his giving and leadership.
Following the ceremony to rename the college, then-SDSU
President David Chicoine said, “Jerry has provided leadership to
private fundraising for decades. His money, time and talent have
set the bar on the type of impact one person and their family can
have that is transformative. He is committed to the pursuit of
excellence, knowing full well that the margin of excellence for
public universities comes from private funds.”
CONNECTING WITH INDUSTRY
Brown also credits the role of the SDSU Foundation, initially
development director Tim Reed and then Ned Gavlick and Tom
Becker, who has served in that role for six years now.
“We raised money for K-12 outreach, facilities and scholarships.
Funding came from regional industries, some of whom were
alumni, some were not,” Brown said.
During his tenure as dean, each department and program
established an industry advisory board. It has been a win-win
conduit, Brown said. The industry has a voice in training its
future workforce. The college gains advocates for its existence
and because industry sees the needs of the college, it becomes
more likely to be a financial partner.
“I wanted the college to be so interconnected with South
Dakota industry that we are going to be seen as indispensable.
Employers will tell you that. If we weren’t here, they would feel
it,” Brown said.
ROLE OF RESEARCH GROWS
The university’s transition to Division I athletics in 2005 also
brought changes in academic mindsets from the top down.

The key to making those buildings happen was connecting
with private industry and the work of one influential alum.

Helder said, “Research became a thing here because we wanted
to be a university and a university does research, teaching
and extension. It became clear we better start doing research.
(President) Peggy (Miller, 1998-2006) helped us move in that
direction. Chicoine (2007-16) really pressed us on that.

“It wasn’t until we started making connections with industry
that things started to roll our way,” Brown said.

“Provost (Laurie) Nichols also focused on this and gave as much
emphasis to research as teaching.”

The renovation of Solberg Hall, originally constructed in
1901, marked the first time state lawmakers and the governor
authorized the Board of Regents to lease a building to the
SDSU Foundation for renovation purposes. The move provided
significant cost savings and efficiencies on the complete interior
restoration, a $3.93 million project.

Brown noted that externally funded research, including that
from regional industry, grew from $2 million in 2001 to $6 million
in 2018 with a peak of more than $12 million in FY2009. That
came hand-in-hand with the creation of doctoral programs, and
Brown credits former Gov. Mike Rounds for having the foresight
to support Ph.D. work.

Fully privately funded, Lohr said at the Solberg dedication,
“A lot of other people shared this passion for this project and
working together, we made it a reality.”

“Today we look like a Division I engineering campus. In fact,
we look mighty good. You can take a tour of any of our programs
and not be ashamed,” Brown said.

“Donations by J. Lohr and others for the Solberg renovation got
the Regents’ attention as to what could happen on this campus,
and success brings even more success. When we undertook other
projects, more donors were willing to jump in,” said Brown, who
like other SDSU deans, was focusing on fundraising at least one
day per week.

Berdanier said that pride only reinforces a desire to improve.
With the dean’s position being endowed (see separate article page
2), that pushes the drive to initiate more of the goals set out in the
current strategic plan.

ROLE OF PRIVATE FUNDING GROWS

THE INFLUENCE OF JERRY LOHR
The rebuilding of the engineering quadrant of campus is
testament to the success Brown had. Literally hundreds of
corporations and individuals have made major donations to the
college, but the efforts of Lohr can’t be overstated. The college

“I can feel that the support given by students and allies in our
challenge in 1971 is just as strong today among our alumni and
friends. Though the college is in a much different position than it
was 50 years ago, the desire to make Lohr College of Engineering
as strong as can be is just as tangible as it was then,” Berdanier
said.
Dave Graves
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Mike Bankowski talks at the 2021 Innovation Celebration, where his firm received the startup
of the year award. He talked about how SDSU students played a key role in the honor.

STUDENTS HELP DEVELOP

ROBOTIC WALKER

Mike Bankowski’s experience as a home health care operator
got the entrepreneur dreaming about how the ailing and elderly
could be better served in an era of health care worker shortages.
His vision is Rose, the name he has given to a patented robot he
hopes to have on the market in three years. He began designing
Rose in 2018 after serving as a caretaker for an elderly Viborg
man with Lou Gehrig’s disease. “He wanted to use technology to
help him stay independent and on the farm.
“He already had vision-to-iPad so he could write notes because
his speech was deteriorating. I started looking at him. He always
used a gait belt (when moving). There were certain movements
I would help him with. At the same time, I was interested in
robotics,” said Bankowski, who had attended talks on the need for
technology to help the elderly.
It was after one of those meetings that Bankowski sketched out
Rose, a robotic walker named after his late mother.
He envisions Rose being able to help with the challenging
sit-to-stand movement as well as providing walking assistance,
fall resistance and monitoring the client for social interactions,
which could be as simple as recording vital signs or as complex as
transporting itself to the client and arranging video conferencing
with a medical provider or family member.
The ideas and a pencil sketch came quickly. Making Rose a
reality is a lengthy process, but thanks to SDSU engineering
students Bankowski thinks he is on the right track.
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KUDOS TO SDSU ROBOTICS
In July 2019, patent attorneys made an initial filing on
Bankowski’s behalf. This February, the patent was published to
give an opportunity for others to challenge Bankowski’s patent
bid. During that 60-day comment period, Bankowski conferred
with Gary Archamboult, then director of the Small Innovation
Research program in Sioux Falls.
Bankowski had told Archamboult that he wanted to keep the
design of Rose in South Dakota.
Archamboult told him, “’SDSU is making big strides in
robotics. It has a robotics club and is doing well in NASA contests.
This is your best chance to keep the design work in South
Dakota,’” Bankowski reported.
So in March, Bankowski met with Dwaine Chapel, executive
director of the Research Park at South Dakota State University,
and Rajesh Kavasseri, associate dean for research in the college,
and toured the Research Park, which is just northeast of campus.
He also met with the robotics club, which was preparing for a
robotic soil digging contest. Then it was Bankowski’s turn to talk
about Rose.
“I got a standing ovation. The students were so excited,” he said.
PROJECT ATTRACTS TOP STUDENTS
In April, he was granted the patent and created internships for
engineering students to design the first prototype. “Immediately,
we had 15 applications” for the three 10-week, paid internships.

Left, Mike Bankowski tests out Rose, the robotic walker that
was made by SDSU mechanical engineering students, from
left, Lauren Van Dyke, Ben Olson and David Heier.

He sorted through them with Kim-Doang Nguyen, club adviser
and an assistant professor in the mechanical engineering
department who specializes in robotic automation.
“Dr. Nguyen would tell me ‘These are A+ students,’” Bankowski
recalled.
He ended up hiring three mechanical engineering students
who were heading into their senior year—David Heier, Lauren
Van Dyke and Ben Olson.
Van Dyke said, “I wanted to be a part of this project because
of the opportunity to be part of the solution to what I agreed is
a pressing issue today. I was drawn to the biomedical aspects of
the project as I am hoping to take a biomedical career path after
graduation and this presented me with a chance to experience
what that would be like.”
CREATING INITIAL VERSION OF ROSE
Van Dyke’s role was to test balance and stability issues. She
simulated doing sit-to-stand movements with a gait belt on a
walker looking to find the best angle for the robotic arms.
Bankowski said, “We found there is an S-curve movement to
stand up. We want to assist on that S-curve and not create any
undue force. We must make sure Rose can work with anybody’s
S-curve.”
Heier and Olson did computer-aided drafting to create the
chassis and robotic arms. By August, they had built Rose XL,
which is 2 ½ times larger than the final project is expected to be.
Made of aluminum and steel and about the size of kitchen cart,
Rose has been tested by Bankowski and now being sized down for
the beta model.
Four electronic engineering students are using Rose as their
senior design project. Their job is to complete the wiring and
programming requirements.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS JUMP IN
Matthew Ackerman jumped on board “because there is a lot of
potential to help elderly people be able to stay at their homes for
a prolonged period of time before moving to nursing homes. Not
only would Rose be able to help elderly people, but Rose would
also be able to assist nurses helping the elderly. I get to be part
of the design and construction of a very friendly, interactive and
helpful robot.”
Of course, “Several challenges will be faced throughout the
design and construction phases. For the challenges that we are

aware, I suspect that the coding for the autonomous movement of
Rose will be the most challenging task. To address this, the team
has already begun researching methods of coding and reading
books on AI (artificial intelligence) learning,” Ackerman said.
The other electrical engineering students involved are Olivia
Corneil, Joshua Quamen and Ethan Reese.
INVALUABLE HANDS-ON LEARNING EXPERIENCE
A Sioux Falls native, Bankowski feels strongly about keeping
Rose’s development in South Dakota for as long as possible.
It allows him to have more direct involvement, preserves
operating capital and provides a great learning experience.
Van Dyke said, “As someone who hasn't had much experience
doing this kind of work, it was interesting to see what all goes
in behind the scenes to make a product from start to finish.
Because there was not a lead engineer on the project, it provided
a unique chance to be a part of all aspects of the process and
responsibilities a lead engineer would take on.”
The electrical engineering students must have their work done
by April 22, the date of the Engineering Expo.
The biggest challenge they expect to encounter before then is
designing autonomous movement into Rose “because I haven’t
had experience with it and will require some new innovative
ideas,” Corneil said. When they get in a jam, they can turn to
Jason Sternhagen, who oversees senior design for electrical
engineering students.
EYEING GRANT FUNDS TO ADVANCE ROSE
In the meantime, Bankowski continues to work with Nguyen on
grant funding for advanced development of Rose.
He expects to hear by the end of 2021 if an application to the
National Institute of Aging will be funded. Robotic assistance is
the agency’s No. 2 grant priority, Bankowski said. The proposal
has Nguyen, a graduate student and some undergraduate
students designing a trimmer version of Rose.
An initial pitch to the National Science Foundation was
favorably received and Bankowski and Nguyen may go ahead with
a full application.
So Bankowski’s dream to create “a one-stop robot to holistically
care for the aging population” remains alive as does the legacy of
his mother, who was a nurse at the VA hospital in Sioux Falls.
Dave Graves
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SANDER PROFESSORSHIP
LIU NAMED FIRST-EVER RECIPIENT

Two former SDSU engineering professors who found success
in business have stepped up to help create the college’s third
endowed professorship.
Seeds that sprung forth April 24, 2013, have now produced
fruit. Yucheng Liu, new head of the mechanical engineering
department, was recognized as the inaugural Duane
Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering Innovation and
Entrepreneurship at an Aug. 27 investiture ceremony at Woster
Celebration Hall in the Lohr Building.
The Sander position is a $1 million endowment created by
gifts solicited through the SDSU Foundation with a 1-1 match
provided by Sander, Al Kurtenbach, Jim Morgan and Daktronics
Inc. Sander and Kurtenbach were SDSU electrical engineering
professors when they founded Daktronics in 1968 and Morgan, an
SDSU grad, is a retired CEO.
Kurtenbach noted the first meeting to create the endowment
was April 24, 2013. To have funds in place and a person on the job
is very rewarding, Kurtenbach said.
He noted the endowment is an extension of the dream he and
Sander had in 1968, which was to build South Dakota by better
utilizing a largely untapped asset—engineering students and
recent graduates. The product that launched Daktronics into the
scoreboard business, the Matside wrestling scoreboard, became
reality thanks to the ingenuity of recent graduates and one
graduate student, Kurtenbach said.
That grad student was Morgan, who in 1970 was responsible for
designing the mechanical and electrical functions of Matside.
LIU TO FOCUS ON STUDENT, FACULTY ENTREPRENEURS
Liu said, “To address today’s global challenges, we need novel
approaches that only can be developed by students with an
entrepreneurial mindset. I’m also excited to work with faculty
and their inventions, encouraging them to locate their businesses
in our research park, which will increase the visibility of the
department.
“On one hand, I’m ready to work with faculty to help them
apply for patents. On the other hand, I’m excited to prepare our
students as entrepreneurs.”
Kurtenbach said it was decided to have the endowment named
after Sander to honor his commitment to the university. While
Kurtenbach would leave his faculty position to give full focus to
Daktronics, Sander continued with the electrical engineering
department, moving to department head and dean from 1990 to
1999.
“We don’t only need students coming into the state with an
entrepreneurial outlook, we also need faculty to understand the
importance of that,” Kurtenbach said.
SANDER HELPED CREATE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE
Sander kept his entrepreneurial spirit into retirement.
Working with the SDSU Foundation, Sander was instrumental
in launching the Enterprise Institute in May 2001 in a former
Foundation building on the south edge of campus. The institute,
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now in the Research Park at SDSU, acts as a pre-incubator in
helping an entrepreneur get started.
Professor Emeritus Sander continued to have a leadership role
in the Enterprise Institute when it expanded into the current
Foundation building in fall 2004.
“I felt it would be very useful if we could have an entity close to
the university with the ability to utilize university expertise as
well as business expertise. I didn’t see an entity like that in South
Dakota and felt it was something that would be really useful.
“We’re looking forward to working with students who might
form a team or do a project in one of their courses that develops
into a commercial saleable idea. They could apply for space, and
we would support them for a certain period to get them up and
running,” Sander said at the Nov. 5, 2004, building dedication.
AID TO ENTREPRENEURS ON MULTIPLE FRONTS
Kurtenbach said today the small staff at the Enterprise
Institute helps students write business plans. It also works
with a network of angel financers in Brookings and elsewhere
in South Dakota for entrepreneurs who need startup funding.
The institute also is working to develop a mentoring program
between budding and seasoned entrepreneurs, he said.
On a state level, the governor’s office sponsors a Giant
Vision business plan competition for students and SDSU has
traditionally done well.
The philosophy that guided the creation of Daktronics and
the Enterprise Institute also is what guides an endowment for
what became the Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering
Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier said, “Working
with students and faculty on course design, curriculum
development and experiential learning activities, the Sander
professor will bridge the gap between classroom instruction,
the research laboratory and the commercialization of new
engineering and IT technologies and innovations.”
Liu is well suited for the position as he served as the Jack
Hatcher Chair in Engineering Entrepreneurship at Mississippi
State University.
LIST OF ENDOWED PROFESSORS TO GROW
Liu joins Nadim Wehbe (civil) and Reinaldo Tonkoski
(electrical) as endowed professors in the college. The college has
commitments for eight.
Endowed professorships are essential to recruit and retain
the highest quality faculty members with earnings from the
endowment used to enhance the professor’s salary as well as
supporting the professor’s research, SDSU officials said. The
prestige of endowed professors also helps attract high-quality
students, they added.
In 2010, the university had five endowed professors. By 2021,
commitments were in place for 35 endowed professorships and a
goal set to reach 50.
Dave Graves

Community and education leaders assembled at the investiture for the Duane Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship for the
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering at South Dakota State University Aug. 27.
Pictured, from left, are Reece Kurtenbach '87, CEO of Daktronics; Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean Bruce Berdanier; SDSU President Barry Dunn; retired dean and
Professor Emeritus Duane Sander; Yucheng Liu, the inaugural holder of the endowed professorship; Al Kurtenbach, who formed Daktronics in 1968 with Sander;
former Daktronics CEO Jim Morgan '69/M.S. '71; and Jerry Lohr '58, namesake of the college. The Sander position is a $1 million endowment created by gifts
solicited through the SDSU Foundation with a 1-1 match provided by Sander, Al Kurtenbach, Morgan and Daktronics.

NASA LIKES SDSU’S

LUNAR WATER DELIVERY IDEA
What sounds like science fiction today may be reality
tomorrow.
The premise certainly applies to an award-winning
idea submitted by a team of South Dakota State University
engineering students in a contest organized by NASA. Student
and professional engineers were asked to provide the conceptual
design of how frozen water could be extracted from a lunar
crater.
SDSU’s creative idea involves filling a canister with melted ice
water and then using a railgun to launch them 2 miles into a net.
SDSU’s Space Trajectory team was one of 10 runners-up in
the Break the Ice Lunar Challenge and took home a $25,000
prize that the team plans to spend on materials as it enters the
second phase of the NASA contest—actually building some of the
project, according to Todd Letcher, an associate professor in the
mechanical engineering department at SDSU.
Redwire Space of Jacksonville, Florida, won the $125,000
top prize. Colorado School of Mines ($75,000) and Austere
Engineering, Littleton, Colorado, ($50,000) were second and
third, respectively.
Thirty-one teams, including academia, industry and
independent inventors from 17 U.S. states, Canada, Australia and
Sri Lanka, submitted eligible proposals that were evaluated by a

team of NASA-convened experts that scored each team based on
its solution's potential performance in extreme conditions.
TEAM OF EIGHT HAS PLANS FOR PHASE 2
“I am proud of our team and the work we submitted. I am
excited to move into Phase 2 of the competition,” team member
Evan Steers said.
Steers, a senior from Miller, is one of eight team members.
Others are Austin Lohsandt, a senior from Madison; Brock
Heppner, a junior from Crookston, Minnesota; Andrew
Zimmerman, a senior from Urbandale, Iowa; Ben Brainard,
a junior from Prior Lake, Minnesota; John Christianson, a
sophomore from Jefferson City, Missouri; Ben Diersen, a junior
from Brookings; and Vishnu Pfeiffer, a junior from Aberdeen.
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NASA announced the Phase 1 results Aug. 21 but has yet to
announce the time frame for Phase 2, Letcher said.
Right now, he and the students are just excited about the Phase
1 results.
“One of the reasons I'm so proud of our team is because this
is not a competition specifically for university teams. This is a
competition for professional engineering teams/firms from all
over the world. What's really impressive is that across our entire
team, besides me, we have one person with an engineering degree
(a May graduate) and the rest haven't even made it to their seniorlevel courses yet,” Letcher said.
ENTRY TWEAKED RIGHT UP TO DEADLINE
NASA announced the competition in November 2020.
“I thought about it during Christmas break and decided to do
it. Then I found some people that were excited by the challenge,”
Letcher said.
“Throughout the spring semester, we worked hard together
holding weekly full team meetings and many work sessions in
between meetings. After the semester ended, everyone scattered
to their summer internships, and we continued working over
Zoom and Slack conversations almost every evening until the
deadline in the middle of June.
“Many of us worked together online until 4 a.m. on a Saturday
to make sure we had the best submission possible by the 6 a.m.
deadline,” Letcher said.
The proposal involves three phases—an excavator to mine
the soil, which includes frozen water; a rover to deliver soil to a
dehydrator, which is a NASA-designed machine that separates
water and ice and melts the ice; and the water delivery system.
AERIAL DELIVERY EASIER ON MOON
“We decided to launch water capsules on a railgun that get
caught in a net at the base camp 2 miles away. Empty water
canisters are sent back using a different railgun and caught in
a different net. On the moon, there is no wind and no friction,
so the canisters should land in the exact same spot every time,”
Letcher said.
Landing on the launching scheme was a product of numerous
meetings.
“We spent from January until spring break talking about
different strategies to accomplish all this. It felt like the least
risky way to produce a lot of water because of the rocky lunar
landscape. Also, launching of water canisters seemed like an
interesting idea no one else would think of,” Letcher said.
ADJUSTMENTS MADE FOR COLD TEMPS
Diersen spearheaded water delivery.
He said the most challenging part was “finding materials that
could withstand the extreme temperatures (-200 degrees). I
researched through Briggs Library scholarly journals. Google
didn’t lead to good sources in cryogenics,” he said.
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“I came up with using a fair amount of aluminum alloys for
structural features and Kevlar and specialized fibers for the
netting. Common materials would become brittle like chalk. I
was looking at the material used for soccer nets. They would not
hold up at all,” Diersen explained.
With this unique delivery system, team members were
confident they had an entry that could bring home prize money.
Steers said, “When we submitted the proposal, I was confident
that our team would at least place as a runner-up. Once I heard
that 31 teams had applied, I was more concerned about our final
placement, but my initial confidence proved to be well-placed.”
EARLIER LESSONS PROVE USEFUL IN COMPETITION
It should be noted that while the SDSU team is relatively young,
they’re not inexperienced.
During the 2020-21 school year, Steers worked on the SDSU
autonomous human-carrying drone that was funded by a NASA
grant obtained by Letcher and his colleague Marco Ciarcia.
Steers said, “I was familiar with some of the design processes that
go into designing complex aerospace machinery.”
Likewise, Diersen, president of the SDSU Robotics Club,
directed an extracurricular team that competed in a different
NASA competition last school year. They built small-scale
robots—an excavator and a rover—that autonomously dug and
delivered “lunar” soil. They were scheduled to meet at Kennedy
Space Center but COVID-19 measures ended that effort.
He put those skills to work in the Break the Ice Lunar
Challenge.
“It helped considerably to have done design and 3D modeling
steps in robotics club. I was leaps and bounds ahead of what I
would have been with just classroom experience. Also, the group
organizational experience was invaluable, such as already having
familiarity with file-sharing software,” Diersen said.
CALCULATIONS GAUGE FUTURE LUNAR POPULATION
Letcher said the work also required lots of math.
“We had to do energy calculations, calculations to determine
amount of soil that could be excavated and how much water
could be extracted,” Letcher said. They determined they could
deliver 30,000 kilograms of water (9,300 gallons) from 458,000
kilograms of soil. The average American uses about 90 gallons
per day for indoor home use, but much of that is from flushing the
toilet.
The proposal was submitted in a 25-page report along with a
two-minute introduction video and a five-minute animation of
how the system works.
Dave Graves
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5 SDSU ENGINEERING STUDENTS
EARN NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP

Three electrical engineering students and two mechanical
engineering students at South Dakota State University have
been selected for a $2,000 scholarship by Tau Beta Pi, the
world’s largest engineering society, for the 2021-22 academic
year.
The recipients, all seniors, are: Matthew Ackerman,
electrical engineering, Whitewood; Ryan Albrecht, mechanical
engineering, Fairfax, Minnesota; Garret Huumala, mechanical,
Hayti; Hamza Tasneem, electrical, Abha, Saudi Arabia; and
Roberto Penaloza Valencia, electrical, Elkton.
Tau Beta Pi Scholarships are awarded on a competitive
basis of high scholarship, campus leadership and service and
promise of future contributions to the engineering profession.
Steve Hietpas, a professor in the electrical engineering and
computer science department, said, “It is an honor and pleasure
to serve this last year as faculty adviser to our College of
Engineering Tau Beta Pi (Beta Chapter) Honor Society.
“Rich Reid, though having retired the previous summer,
remained active and mentored me in this new position. Rich
handed over a well-organized student organization and having
five TBP scholarship recipients from our college is a testimony
not only to our excellent students but also Rich’s impact on this
student organization for the last many years.”
• ACKERMAN, a 2018 graduate of Spearfish High School,
is the son of Todd and Rachel Ackerman of Whitewood. The
president of the SDSU chapter of Tau Beta Pi, Ackerman is a
dean’s list student with a 3.962 GPA.
• ALBRECHT, a 2018 graduate of GFW High School in
Winthrop, Minn., is the son of Randy and Darla Albrecht of
Fairfax. SDSU activities include the Ultimate Frisbee Club
(president), Tau Beta Pi (secretary), Pi Tau Sigma, Robotics
Club, the SDSU Pep Band, Aerospace Club, Running Club and
the Nordic Ski Club.

Carrying a 3.981 GPA, Albrecht plans to return to Minnesota
to work in a small manufacturing facility after his May 2022
graduation.
• HUUMALA, a 2018 graduate of Watertown High School,
is the son of Dean and Susan Huumala of Hayti. At SDSU, he
has been involved in the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the Baja vehicle competition, the IAM3D design
challenge, Pi Tau Sigma and Tau Beta Pi.
A Briggs Scholar and a dean’s list student, Huumala carries a
4.0 GPA. After his December graduation, he plans a career as a
design engineer.
• TASNEEM, a 2018 graduate of Curtin University in Malaysia,
is the son of Muhammad Tasneem and Sajida Nasreen of Abha.
His varied experiences at SDSU include working as a teaching
assistant in the philosophy department, serving as vice
president of the Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College
Student Organization and participating in SDSU Robotics Club.
The vice president of Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu honor
societies, Tasneem is completing his independent Fishback
Honors College study on home energy management systems.
Carrying a 3.82 GPA, after his May 2022 graduation, Tasneem
plans to work in the power industry with Burns & McDonnell
in Kansas City. Goals also include earning a master’s and
doctorate in electrical engineering.
• VALENCIA, a 2018 graduate of Elkton High School, is the
son of Marcela Valencia and Gabriel Mejia of Elkton. At SDSU, he
has been involved in Sustainability Club (president), Jacks Jiu
Jitsu, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Eta
Kappa Nu Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi Honor Society (treasurer)
and the Pius XII Newman Center.
A community assistant in 2020-2022, Valencia also is a
recipient of the Center for Power System Studies Scholarship.
Carrying a 4.0 GPA, following his May 2022 graduation, he
plans to move to Austin, Texas, to work on renewable energy
and energy storage consulting projects.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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More than 500 pounds of food fills and surrounds
the concrete canoe built by the SDSU chapter
of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The
late October 2020 food drive was one of several
projects the club was able to maintain despite the
pandemic. Such activities helped make the SDSU
club the top ASCE chapter in the region for 2020.
Officers pictured include, front left, Anastasia
Norris, past vice president; front right, Rachel
Zook, current vice president. Behind Norris is
Spencer Gilk, current president. Behind Zook is
Paris Marcy, past president.

the box and trying something new.
The officer team was relentless in the
pursuit to give members opportunities to
participate and the hard work really paid
off.
“We tried to keep our business meetings
as normal as possible while still complying
with university guidelines. Utilizing the
Google forms, Zoom links and additional
space for physical meetings allowed us to
do this.

SDSU ENGINEERING STUDENTS
REPEAT TOP CHAPTER AWARD
For the second year in a row, the SDSU
student chapter of the American Society
of Civil Engineers was named the region’s
top chapter.

for the chapter (during a year impacted
by COVID-19) and the eagerness of the
members to participate was really what
helped drive our chapter's success.”

There are 23 chapters in the region,
which stretches from Colorado to
Missouri and South Dakota to Kansas,
according to Zach Gutzmer, a faculty
member in the Jerome J. Lohr College of
Engineering and club adviser for the past
10 years. There are nine regions within the
United States.

She notes in a normal year a chapter
meeting would mean pizza for the
students, signing via pen and paper and an
audience of 50 people in one room.

Chapters are judged based on annual
reports, which are submitted to the
national ASCE office. The reports covered
spring and fall semesters 2020.

Marcy said, “None of this was an option
with COVID, so we stopped providing
pizza at the meetings, switched our
sign-in sheets to Google forms and
changed the location of our meeting to
provide the maximum possible seating
while still adhering to social distancing
requirements.

Paris Marcy, of Minnetonka, Minnesota,
who served as chapter president in 2020,
said, “I think the determination of our
officers to keep providing opportunities

“We were constantly working on
a balance between trying to provide
the same opportunities with minimal
changes, to thinking completely outside
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“Fortunately, many of our traditional
fall events are outdoor activities, like the
fall kickoff and the Hobo Day 5k, so that
worked in our favor. One really successful
change we made was with our annual
food drive. We advertised a contactless
pickup in our target neighborhoods ahead
of time. Volunteers went back to these
neighborhoods for the pickup, and we
ended up collecting more than 500 pounds
of food!
“One of the new things we tried was
virtual trivia, which was successful in
helping us connect with other ASCE
student and professional members from
across the state.”
Marcy added that another factor in the
chapter’s success is officer continuity. For
2021, she serves as past president with
Anastasia Norris, of Firestone, Colorado,
as past vice president. Spencer Gilk, of
Redwood Falls, Minnesota, sophomore
representative in 2020, is now the
president while Rachel Zook, of Omaha,
Nebraska, community service chair in
2020, is now the vice president.
Gutzmer said, “This is a student-led
group and our strength is our students.
We have had strong student officers and
very active student members that push the
student chapter to achieve its goals. This
award belongs to the students. As adviser,
I am happy to see all of their hard work
recognized and rewarded.”
With 120 members, ASCE is one of the
largest clubs in the college.

Marcy wins NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONOR
Paris Marcy, a senior from
Minnetonka, Minnesota, is one of
six nationwide to receive a student
leadership award from the nation’s
leading civil engineering organization.
Marcy, a civil and environmental
engineering major, was notified in
a July 23 letter that she had been
selected as a 2021 Student Leadership Award winner by the
American Society of Civil Engineers, which has student chapters
in all 50 states and 24 foreign countries in addition to 155,000
professional engineering members worldwide.
She is the first SDSU student to win the award since 2013,
when Mo Phifer was honored. Jordan Twedt received honorable
mention in 2019. Zach Rothstein received the honor in 2011.
Marcy’s nomination was supported by Zach Gutzmer,
adviser for the SDSU chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, and Nadim Wehbe, head of the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering in the Jerome J. Lohr College of
Engineering.
Gutzmer, who is in his 13th year on the faculty and his 10th
as adviser, wrote, “Paris is one of the most committed, hardest
working and focused students I have had. She is dedicated to civil
engineering and seizes every chance for leadership growth in
ASCE. Paris is a role model because she leads by example and isn’t
afraid of a challenge.”
Marcy had plenty of challenges when elected chapter president
at the end of fall semester 2020.
KEPT CLUB ACTIVE DURING COVID-19
Gutzmer observed, “Despite our university’s COVID-19
restrictions, which severely limited what we could do as a large
group, Paris still set up achievable goals for the student chapter
to pursue while following the safety guidelines. There were
several times when I thought it would be best to cancel certain
events, but Paris convinced me she could find a way to still have
the event.

MENTORS NEEDED
FOR EXPANDING CIVIL
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
After a successful pilot program in the spring, the Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering is looking to expand a
mentoring program.
In the spring, Chi Epsilon, the civil engineering honor society,
teamed with the department’s industry advisory board to create
a professional mentorship program with 13 students paired with
professionals. The goal for this school year is to have 100 of the
225 civil engineering students paired with a professional mentor,
student coordinator Paris Marcy said.
All participants complete a questionnaire upon enrollment
and are matched by common interests and similar career goals.
After matching, the mentoring relationship is student-driven and
students are expected to initiate contact with their mentors and

“I have been extremely impressed with her commitment and
creativity to find solutions to keep ASCE moving forward. We
were able to have a successful, but limited, semester and received
the 2020 ASCE Region 7 Outstanding Student Chapter award for
a second-straight year. I credit the award unequivocally to Paris.
“Her positive attitude and motivation were a compass for the
officer team.”
In addition to her role as president, Gutzmer said Marcy is “a
hardworking, driven, dedicated student” who also was hired
as a homework grader for him in 2020-21. “She has always
done superb grading work for me while keeping deadlines and
communicating with me. I have been very impressed with how
she balances her workload, commitments and time.”
Wehbe wrote, “I have witnessed Paris evolve into one of the
most impactful student leaders our program has seen in many
years.”
STARTED MENTORING PROGRAM WITH INDUSTRY
He noted, “Paris spearheaded an initiative that engaged the
CE department’s administration and industry advisory board
to establish the first student professional mentorship program
in the department’s history. The program aims to engage
students with the latest developments in the civil engineering
practice by pairing them with
practitioners in their technical
areas of interest. The program
launched in spring 2021 to
great success.
“Paris is a mover and shaker
who will undoubtedly continue
to assume leadership roles in
her future professional career.”
Marcy will graduate in May
2023 and plans a career in
structural engineering.

come to each meeting prepared
with an agenda and a handful of questions for their mentor.
Marcy said, “Mentorship is a deeply rewarding partnership
for both participants. Students have an opportunity to learn
more about the field they are interested in pursuing and
garner feedback about different options from a trusted source
to help them succeed as they navigate from student to young
professional.
“Mentors have an opportunity to turn around and help guide
the next generation of civil engineers as they prepare to start
their careers.”
Most students met virtually with their mentors during the
spring semester to adhere to JacksRBack COVID-19 safety
protocols, but this fall mentoring pairs will have the option of
meeting face-to-face.
To learn more about the program and to sign up as a mentor
or a mentee, visit https://www.sdstate.edu/civil-environmentalengineering/mentorship.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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DEREK HACKMAN

A BASEBALL STAT TO BRAG ABOUT—4.0 GPA
Major League
Baseball’s 40-40
club—40 home runs
and 40 stolen bases
in a single season—
is quite an exclusive
club, with only four
members.
SDSU senior
catcher Derek
Hackman belongs
to his own exclusive
club as holder of a
4.0 GPA his entire
academic career—
from high school at
Johnston, Iowa, near
Des Moines, through four years at South Dakota State University
as a computer science major. He is determined to keep the streak
intact in his final two semesters.
“I’ve never got a B in my life. It’s something I always took pride
in. If there is a class I struggled and got a B, I would be alright
with it. But I didn’t want to get a B if I knew I was able to get an A,”
he said.
So far he hasn’t struggled, but that doesn’t mean he hasn’t
worked.
“I feel like I put in the work to achieve what I wanted to do. I
wanted to keep excelling,” Hackman said.
His adviser, Ken Gamradt, said, “Derek is one of the best
students that I have had. I had the pleasure and privilege of
having Derek enroll in seven of my courses, three of which helped
him complete a minor in software engineering. Derek was always
on top of everything. He would visit with me before he traveled
with the baseball team so he knew what he could work on while
he wasn't on the field.”
MUST BE INDEPENDENT LEARNER
Coming to college as a 4.0 National Honor Society student,
Hackman expected to do well at college, but “I didn’t necessarily
expect 4.0. That came with taking it semester by semester,” he
said.
That also came from being a focused, self-directed learner.
College baseball teams play 50 games a year from mid-February
through late May. At SDSU, most of the games are on the road.
It’s not unusual for players to only be in class on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays during spring semester.
“You’re only there for one class per week. Fortunately, teachers
are very flexible to help you. But a lot of it is learning ways to
teach yourself the material. You learn the material the best you
can. I will ask questions in person when I get back, but I use
the internet to try to figure it out myself and look for resources
online,” Hackman said.
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ONLINE LEARNING BENEFITS TRAVELING TEAM
As a reult of COVID-19, the campus had hybrid instruction,
Zoom lectures made it easier in spring 2020, he said.
“By having things recorded, you could listen to it when you’re
free,” said Hackman. After the 2020 season was halted by
COVID-19 just 17 games into the season, the Jackrabbits played
a full 47-game schedule in 2021 with 35 of them away from the
home confines of Huether Field.
Since the team travels by bus to destinations in Illinois and
Indiana, there is plenty of potential study time there. But doing so
gives Hackman a headache and desk space is pretty limited, so he
uses road miles for snoozing and finds a hotel desk for studying.
“It has to be a priority. School and baseball have been the main
two priorities my whole life. If I don’t have time to hang out with
friends, that’s something I just have to give up,” Hackman said.
Student-athletes will often reduce credit hours during their
sport’s heavy semester, but Hackman took 15 and 17 credits in
spring semesters his sophomore and junior seasons. Despite
adding minors in software engineering and mathematics, he will
be able to have a light class schedule in spring 2022.
Adviser Gamradt noted, “Derek loves baseball so much that
he stayed at SDSU longer than he needed to so that he could take
advantage of his full baseball eligibility.”
SDSU PROVED A GOOD FIT
Hackman said he has appreciated attending a somewhat
smaller school in a fairly small department—there are 150
computer science majors at State—and the opportunity to
have the same head (Rob Bishop) and assistant (Brian Grunzke)
coaches his entire career.
“It’s been really good to be able to grow and get closer to
coaches, to understand each other better and know what is
expected of us. I can talk to Bishop about anything I need, either
school or baseball,” said Hackman, who was recruited to State
after helping lead Johnston High School to the Class 4A title in
2017.
While wanting to play ball at a higher level, he knew it would be
a challenge to find playing time and make the travel roster at the
DI level.
But the will to succeed that Hackman shows in the classroom
extends to the playing field.
“ Derek is a great competitor. He has improved in every aspect
since his freshman year. He is driven and focused on helping our
team achieve success,” Bishop said.
BUT CAN HE HIT?
Hackman did make the travel squad his freshman year. In fact,
he started 24 of the team’s 50 games and appeared in 38 contests
while throwing out seven runners and not making an error. But
he struggled at the plate at this higher level, fanning 22 times in
54 at bats and hitting .241.

He became the anchor behind the plate in the next two
seasons, starting 31 of 50 games in 2019 and 12 of 17 games in 2020
and had shiny fielding percentages of .991 and .980, respectively,
those two seasons. Hitting remained a struggle, batting .237 and
.214, respectively. After three seasons, he had three home runs
and 25 RBIs in 90 games.
When COVID-19 ended the 2020 season, Hackman went back to
Iowa not knowing if he would play baseball again, but not because
of his hitting stats.
HEALED UP AND RELAXED
Just 21 years old, Hackman felt like he had the back of someone
three times his age. He laid off of activity when he went home,
but the pain got worse. Finally, he sought medical help. The
diagnosis: a herniated disc and a fracture in the lower back.
Hackman can’t tie the injury to a single incident. Fortunately, the
treatment didn’t require surgery.
A couple epidural shots were administered to relieve
inflammation and Hackman was put on a stretching and
strengthening program to take the pressure of his spine.
The results? Well, the 2021 stats speak for
themselves. Hackman started in 44 of 47 games,
shined in the field again (.980 fielding percentage)
and was a different person at the plate. He hit .319. His
double (8), home run (8) and RBI (26) totals surpassed
what he had for his career entering the season.
There were some mechanical adjustments made to the
swing, but that wasn’t the major factor.

“When I was physically able to play again, I just enjoyed it and
relaxed,” he said. Bishop added, “Derek really appreciated each
day after returning from injury. He was able to play relaxed and
created some great momentum for our season.”
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: WALK-OFF HR, 4.0 GPA
Those highlights include a five-game hitting streak to open
the season, a 7-for-10 doubleheader performance against North
Dakota and becoming a curse word to the University of Omaha
program.
He slugged a pair of home runs and drove in four runs in a
March 20 win at Omaha. When Omaha traveled to Brookings
April 11, the Mavs held an 8-3 lead going into the bottom of the
ninth. SDSU remained down two when Hackman came to the
plate. With two on and one out, the left-handed Hackman lifted a
ball over the right-field fence for the walk-off winner.
He would like to create more of those memories in 2022 and
be a first-team all-conference catcher. However at the top of the
goal list is leading SDSU to regular-season and Summit League
tournament titles followed by a regional tournament appearance,
things SDSU has never reached at the Division I level in the same
season.
Of course, there’s also that goal of maintaining membership in
the 4.0 club.
“I’ve enjoyed the ride here. I don’t want it to end …
baseball was awesome. I really enjoyed computer science.
I’m glad I choose SDSU.”
Dave Graves
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Dergan on track

FOR BIOMEDICAL CAREER
Bailey Dergan is looking for a senior year to remember. So far,
it’s been unforgettable, starting with her summer internship at
Medtronic in Minneapolis.
The SDSU mid-distance runner and electrical engineering
major spent May 24 to Aug. 10 working in a research lab for one
of the global leaders in medical technology. Her paid internship
wasn’t a mere resume builder with gofer duties.
“Because I was going into my senior year, they trusted me a
little more. I got to do hands-on work a real employee would do,”
said Dergan, who carries a 3.75 GPA and has a biomedical focus
within her major. A classmate’s stepdad
gave her a connection with the engineer
who would be her supervisor.
She was working with a new type of
implantable neuro stimulator.
Dergan, originally from Omaha,
Nebraska, said, “I was in an electrical
engineering group testing it through
the development stage. It was me and
one other electrical engineer. One
month I was completely on my own. I
felt like I was really doing work for the
company rather than work that was on
the back burner.”
The goal of the product is to use
neuro modulations to sense a patient’s
brain signals and take data from the
brain signals so doctors can figure out
more what is going on with patients
who have Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy
or obsessive/compulsive disorder,
Dergan explained.
CLASSROOM EXCELLENCE
PRECEDED INTERNSHIP
She said two signal processing classes
she had taken the preceding school
year had her well prepared for the
internship.
Steve Hietpas, who taught one of the two classes and now has
her in advanced electronics, said Dergan demonstrates a strong
aptitude for taking highly theoretical material presented in the
classroom and employing it in a practical setting.
Brian Sorenson, the manager she worked for at Medtronic,
said “We were very fortunate that Bailey was able to come up to
speed on this new sensing design in just a few weeks because our
lead engineer went on a one-month vacation. Bailey was able to
continue the work on this product and the design has proven to
be a success.”
Sorenson also noted, “It is quite unique to have an intern
working on our newest design and even more so to be literally
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the only engineer working on it for a month. Bailey was able
to be successful here because she is a well-rounded engineer,
having the technical skills as well as the social skills and the
willingness to ask a lot of questions.”
Dergan said, “I was very excited to be there and had a lot of fun
working this summer.” She continues to work a couple of hours a
week writing a report on data she collected and doing statistical
analysis.
After Dergan graduates in May 2022, she may have an
opportunity to return to Medtronic. Regardless, she will be
seeking a position in the medical device
industry to “use my knowledge to help
people and make people’s lives better.”
COMMITTED TO TEAMMATES
There are miles to go before she
reaches that point. She has competed
on the SDSU cross country and track
and field teams since her freshman
year. After helping Millard West win
the Nebraska State Cross Country
Championship in 2017, she enrolled at
State primarily for the academics but
was also intrigued by the opportunity to
run at the NCAA Division I level.
In addition to 5- and 6-kilometer cross
country races, she has run everything
from the 800 to the 5K on the track as
well as the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
She has been challenged to compete,
but has set personal bests along the way.
“I always want to keep improving, get
PRs and stay connected with my team.
As a senior, I feel a responsibility to get
the team bonding together; making
sure we are doing the best we can for
each other,” Dergan said.
The personal records started early
this fall. In the Augustana Twilight, a
5K season opener, she ran a 19:40 to beat her previous best by
four seconds. One week later, at SDSU’s sole home meet, Dergan
clocked a 19:08 and was the fifth Jackrabbit across the finish
line.
Dergan said, “I am happy with my first two meets and the
ability to lower my marks. I hope that the team continues to
develop and compete so we can get the job done and hopefully
get a conference championship.”
SDSU did win The Summit League Cross Country
Championships in October, its second-straight title and third
overall. Dergan finished 25th.

FINDING THE ACADEMICS/ATHLETICS BALANCE
Maintaining a high GPA in a demanding major while competing in a sport
with no offseason could be a recipe for burnout on one or both fields.
But for Dergan, she said they have been complimentary. “Athletics have
taught me a lot of discipline with time management and being coachable. It
has helped me get connections with people outside of my major and make a
bunch of friends. It keeps a good balance. Running gives balance to life,” she
said.
Finding that balance can be tricky, she acknowledges.
“It’s a balancing game wanting to do my best for school and do my best
in athletics. Should I spend time in the ice tub or do extra drills or do extra
study? It’s a matter of time management, discipline and wanting to do both.
If I didn’t want to do engineering or didn’t want to do track, it would be
really difficult to do both,” Dergan said.
Doing both sometimes presents a conflict.
“Sports calls for us to travel a lot. Missing class you miss the content or
miss the exam, and have to make it up. It puts me behind or I have to take a
test early or late … (however, faculty is) good about letting me take the test
early or late depending on the class. They trust me more as they’ve gotten to
know me.
“It’s a lot about the communication factor. Electrical engineering is
a small major; 25 students in my class. It’s easier to communicate with
faculty,” Dergan said.
Dave Graves

LOHR COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
STUDENT-ATHLETES AND FINE ARTS STUDENTS
BASEBALL
Reece Arbogast, sophomore, mathematics
Luke Ballard, sophomore, data science, mathematics
Bret Barnett, senior, operations management
Owen Bishop, freshman, mechanical engineering
Ryan Bourassa, senior, construction management
Tyler Buss, freshman, general engineering
Derek Hackman, senior, computer science
Joseph Husak, freshman, construction management
Lucas Ira, senior, mathematics
Ryan McDonald, senior, mechanical engineering
BASKETBALL
Matthew Dentlinger, senior, mechanical engineering
Cody Larson, freshman, mechanical engineering
Haleigh Timmer, freshman, mathematics
EQUESTRIAN
Rachel Head, junior, computer science
Lydia Loken, freshman, ag & biosystems engineering
Amelia Nelson, senior, ag & biosystems engineering
FOOTBALL
Adam Bock, junior, mechanical engineering
Matthew Borowicz, junior, operations management
Timothy Croskey, freshman, mechanical engineering
Bo Donald, sophomore, construction management
Mark Gronowski, sophomore, mechanical
engineering
Jonathan Gruetzmacher, senior, mechanical
engineering
Krockett Krolikowski, senior, construction
management
Aaron, Kusler, sophomore, construction management
Coby Maeschen, freshman, mechanical engineering
Mason McCormick, junior, construction management
Mason, McDonald, senior, mechanical engineering
Michael Morgan, junior, civil engineering
Ryan Van Marel, senior, mechanical engineering
Alex Westendorf, sophomore, operations
management

SWIMMING & DIVING
Parker Brown, senior, civil engineering
Sianne Downes, sophomore, mechanical engineering
Alison Hall, sophomore, mechanical engineering
Caleb Huizenga, junior, civil engineering
Alexander MacLeod-Boyd, freshman, mechanical
engineering
Liam Murray, junior, mechanical engineering
Rafael Negri, freshman, mechanical engineering
Luke Nichols, freshman, civil engineering
Kathleen Pattee, freshman, mechanical engineering
Ross Ritter, freshman, civil engineering
Austin Smith, freshman, mechanical engineering
Matthew Sorenson, sophomore, mechanical
engineering
Erik Thompson, junior, civil engineering
Elisabeth Timmer, junior, mechanical engineering
Damon Venner, senior, mathematics
SOCCER
Kennedy Sanders, freshman, general engineering
Marisa Schulz, senior, MS in statistics
Jocelyn Tanner, senior, mathematics, data science
SOFTBALL
Pamela Boyle, freshman, civil engineering
Lindsey Culver, junior, mechanical engineering
Morgan DeMarais, senior, mathematics
TRACK & FIELD
Elizabeth Galera, freshman, mechanical engineering
Evan Henderson, freshman, mathematics
Cerington Jones, sophomore, mechanical
engineering
Braxton Karnik, junior, civil engineering
Matthew Katz, junior, mechanical engineering
Reid Pierzinski, senior, mathematics
Brogan Seier, freshman, mechanical engineering
Lauren Van Dyke, senior, mechanical engineering
Hunter Wallster, sophomore, mechanical engineering
Katelyn Darnell, sophomore, mechanical engineering

TRACK & FIELD/CROSS COUNTRY
Alexander Auch, senior, mechanical engineering
Joshua Becker, junior, ag and biosystems engineering
Thomas Breuckman, senior, mechanical engineering
Daniel Burkhalter, senior, masters in statistics
Bailey Dergan, senior, electrical engineering
Janean Hanka, senior, mathematics, data science
Blake Iverson, senior, mechanical engineering
Samuel Johnson, sophomore, construction
management
Jacob Knodle, freshman, mathematics
Cormick Logue, freshman, mechanical engineering
Nathan Notgrass, junior, mechanical engineering,
Benjamin Olson, senior, mechanical engineering
Gabriel Peters, senior, mechanical engineering
Laura Peterson, freshman, mechanical engineering
Michael Schwinghamer, senior, biochemistry,
mathematics
Maxwell Selbach, senior, mechanical engineering
WRESTLING
Caleb Gross, junior, civil engineering
Isaac Klinkhammer, freshman, construction
management
Dalton Lakmann, senior, civil engineering
Kalen Meyer, freshman, electrical engineering
THE PRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS
MARCHING BAND
Sarah Aman, electrical engineering
Katrina Burckhard, civil engineering
Amanda DeBates, mechanical engineering
Grant Ellis, mechanical engineering
Alexandra Ercink, mechanical engineering
Haley Evenson, mechanical engineering
McCormick M. Evink, mechanical engineering
Tristin Fodness, mechanical engineering
Turner Frank, electrical engineering
DeAndre French, civil engineering
Chloe Hass, mechanical engineering
Brett Hatch, civil engineering

Erik Hlavnicka, mechanical engineering
Karline Johnson, mechanical engineering
Mason Krause, mechanical engineering
Brandon Kreber, civil engineering
Ethan Lambert, mechanical engineering
Laura Panuska, mechanical engineering
Nicholas Peterson, mechanical engineering
Caroline Reyner, mechanical engineering
Jay Rolfzen, electronics engineering technology
Alexander Schaar, mechanical engineering
Beau Schoenfelder, electrical engineering
Daniel Sharp, mechanical engineering
Megan Steinlict, ag & biosystems engineering
Jocelyn Tillman, electrical engineering
Hunter Williamette, ag & biosystems engineering
Brayden Wilson, mechanical engineering
Tjaden Wright, electrical engineering
CONCERT CHOIR
McCormick M. Evink, mechanical engineering
ORCHESTRA
John Christianson, mechanical engineering
Amanda DeBates, mechanical engineering
Ethan Ellender, mechanical engineering
Ethan Jensen, civil engineering
Janessa Lo, mechanical engineering
STATESMEN
Andrew P. Gunnare, general engineering
Eric Luong, mechanical engineering
Zachary Severson, civil engineering
Carl N. Steinlicht, electrical engineering
SYMPHONIC BAND
Alexandra Ercink, mechanical engineering
Daniel Sharp, mechanical engineering
THEATER
Beau Schoenfelder, electrical engineering
Carl N. Steinlicht, electrical engineering
WOMEN’S CHOIR
Haley Evenson, mechanical engineering
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SOLVING A SOLAR SYSTEM DILEMMA
SDSU DEVISES METHOD TO MELT ICE, FILTER WATER IN MOON TO MARS CHALLENGE
NASA looked to college students for ideas on how to collect
water from underground ice deposits on Mars and SDSU’s entry
found success, despite having to troubleshoot a breakdown.
SDSU was the only Midwest school on a list of 12 semifinalists
that NASA unveiled Dec. 14, 2020, in the fifth-annual Moon to
Mars Ice & Prospecting Challenge. The semifinalists received a
$5,000 stipend to fund construction of their system, and SDSU
received another $5,000 when the 10 finalists were selected in
the spring.
The finals were scheduled for June 2-4 at Langley Air Force
Base in Hampton, Virginia, with competition in hands-off
operation and hands-on operation. However, COVID-19
intervened. The contest was postponed to Sept. 23-25 and
moved to the Hampton Roads Convention Center because NASA
facilities were still not open to the public.

Student Evan Steers said, “I was a little nervous to be
competing against such big schools at the competition. Names
like MIT, Auburn and Cal Poly can be intimidating, but I quickly
realized that our team was capable of outperforming these
groups. A lot of teams could talk the talk but we quickly saw that
they couldn't walk the walk, or at least not as well as they had
claimed.”
There also is a bit of “wait 'til next year” with this story.
“I'm confident we would have been right up there with MIT (in
water extraction), if not more than MIT” if a piece of equipment
did not break on the flight to Virginia.

“It was fun, and we learned a ton. It was a great experience,”
said project adviser Todd Letcher, an associate professor in
mechanical engineering.

The competition requires students to design, build and test
a system to extract water from ice buried under an unknown
number of layers of clay, concrete, sand and other materials
meant to simulate a lunar or Martian surface. Teams must also
use feedback from their drills (penetration rate, depth and
power) to produce a digital core representing estimates of each
layer’s depth, hardness and thickness.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology took the $6,000 top
prize while Northeastern University won the $4,000 runner-up
prize. The other eight schools’ entries weren’t ranked, but SDSU
won one of the seven special prizes.

These types of prospecting skills will help inform the
development of tools that could be used to harvest sub-surface
water ice for fuel and consumables on the moon and Mars, NASA
officials said.

SDSU was awarded for having the clearest water—four times
clearer than the second-place entry and seven times clearer than
the third-place entry, Letcher said. MIT won awards for most
water collected and best technical poster. Northeastern had the
best technical paper. University of Pittsburgh had the lightest
system and most innovative concept. Cal Poly had the most
accurate digital core.

Teams were judged on the amount of water extracted, the
clarity of their extracted water, the accuracy of their digital core
estimation, the innovativeness of their system’s design and its
overall mass.

COMPETING WITH ELITE ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
“This was our first time attempting this competition and all
the other teams have participated at least one other time in the
previous years of the competition,” Letcher said. “It was a great
experience for our students to see that we can do just as well as
some of the bigger named engineering schools like MIT, Cal Poly,
Auburn and the Virginia Techs of the world.”
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AN UNWELCOME SURPRISE
When the SDSU team went to assemble JAMMER (Jackrabbit
Automated Moon to Mars Extractor and prospectoR) on the
afternoon before the competition began, they discovered a
broken connection.
JAMMER is a 3-foot by 3-foot by 6-foot apparatus with a heater
core 2 ½ inches long and 1-inch in diameter, pumps, filters, drills
and tubing.
“The way that we connected the aluminum heater core to
copper pipes was broken during the flight. The copper tubes take

Evan Steers, far left, ensures that JAMMER is running properly along with a NASA judge. Seated, from left, Ben Diersen, Matt Dentlinger and
adviser Todd Letcher watch the drill via cameras and monitor electrical components while remotely controlling the drill. The students were
competing in the finals of a NASA contest designed to find ideas on how to collect water from underground ice deposits on Mars.

water out to be filtered and collected. We did some late-night
improvising in the hotel regluing things together,” Letcher said.
“It held enough for us to collect water for a little bit. We were able
to extract 86 milliliters of water and prove our filtration system
was really good.
“While 86 milliliters doesn’t seem like a lot of water, in the first
year of the competition all of the teams combined were able to
extract 43 milliliters of water, so I guess we did pretty well for our
first time.
“We learned some critical lessons this year that other teams
must have learned in previous years. If they have the competition
again, we will knock this out of the park.
“Overall, our idea for how to extract water seemed to be right
on. MIT used a very similar concept as ours and they were able to
extract more than 20 liters of water.
“Northeastern University in Boston was doing almost the
exact same thing as us and MIT, except they didn’t produce as
much water as MIT. Their system also produced a decent amount
of water (around 15 liters), so I know our idea was on the right
track.”
NEW TEAM KEEPS SDSU ENTRY ALIVE
Graduate student Matt Dentlinger said, “Our overall design was
based off previous designs in the competition, but we added a few
unique changes to catch the judges’ attention.
“First, we designed a custom-built drill bit with a removable
interior. We also added a metal 3D printed heater core that
promoted more efficient melting of ice. Lastly, we decided to go
with a rotation table instead of a conventional three-axis system
to allow for a simpler yet more accurate system.”
Dentlinger, of Arcadia, Iowa, was one of four students at the
national finals with Letcher. The others were Evan Steers,
of Miiller, Austin Lohsandt, of Madison, and Ben Diersen, of
Brookings. All are mechanical engineering majors. Dentlinger is
the only student who was part of the project in the 2020-21 school
year.

“Also, our filtering system changed. Our filtering system was
divided into two stages—a large sediment filter and a fine dust
filter for final filtration. The fine dust filter was getting clogged so
we came up with a method to backflush and reuse the filter.”
‘YOU CAN NEVER DO ENOUGH TESTING’
Letcher said the biggest lesson learned from a contest that
stretched from September 2020 to September 2021 was “the
same lesson that everybody else learns. You can never do enough
testing. When you disassemble a machine into a thousand pieces
to transport it across the country, a lot can go wrong.”
Student Austin Lohsandt expanded on that idea.
“There were many lessons learned during the duration of
this experience including bringing enough extra supplies to fix
broken components and working together as a team to address
unforeseen problems.
“However, the biggest lesson that we learned would be to
expect the unexpected. The systems that we were worried about
failing, and tested the most, ended up performing flawlessly,
while the systems that we weren’t concerned about turned out to
give us the most trouble,” he said.
Because the 2020-21 contest pushed into the current school
year, the sixth iteration of the NASA contest won’t be held in
2021-22. It is expected to be back in 2022-23.
“If they go ahead with it, we’re definitely going to enter. We
learned so many lessons that we’re pretty confident we could do
well,” Letcher said.
Dave Graves

Matt Dentlinger verifies that the wiring and electronics are working
on JAMMER, the Jackrabbit Automated Moon to Mars Extractor and
prospector. Everything had to be disassembled for the trip from
South Dakota to Virginia and be reassembled at the competition.

That team consisted of Sajan Karki, of Nepal, Dylan McMahon,
of Watertown, and Gabe Peters, of Worthing, but graduation
and life circumstances meant Letcher needed to find new
participants.
Diersen said, “It was difficult jumping right into the project. I
didn’t know what needed to be done or how I could even help at
first, but over time I picked up on the various subsystems of our
drill and how I could contribute.
“I wanted to be a part of this project because it was working on
a sliver of the future. One day humans will be collecting water on
the moon and Mars so being part of a NASA challenge doing that
was an amazing opportunity.”
REVAMPING FILTERING SYSTEM HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL
The 2021-22 team didn’t merely package the JAMMER created
by the 2020-21 team. There was a fair amount of tweaking,
Letcher said.
One of the Moons to Mars contest criteria was the weight of
the device. Letcher said, “Our initial device was lightweight, but
we decided we needed to make it stronger and stiffer. Another
change was that after drilling holes, we decided we could make
our drill holes smaller.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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BECOMING AN AEROSPACE EXPERT
EE GRAD NAMED TECH FELLOW WITH
COLLINS AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
Following the urging of her Madison High School science
teacher, Jaime Sly decided to look into the engineering program
at the nearby university. It’s a decision she doesn’t regret.
Today, Sly ’04 electrical engineering, is a systems engineer
working on critical new technology projects for Collins
Aerospace Systems in Burnsville, Minnesota. In April, she was
named a technical fellow, a prestigious
selection within the aerospace giant.
“I was all set to attend Illinois
Institute of Technology in Chicago for
architecture. I had a teacher who said
‘Jaime, you’re really good at math and
science. I think you should apply for
engineering at SDSU.’ I ended up getting
the Briggs Scholarship for engineering
and absolutely loved engineering,” Sly
said.
However, aerospace wasn’t on the
radar as she advanced through her
classes in Crothers Engineering Hall.
“Two years into the engineering
curriculum I was really drawn to
biomedical courses. However, when
I graduated, I met with Rockwell
Collins and the recruiter talked about
commonalities between biomedical
and aerospace. (Both deal with integrating parts into a complex
system.) I’ve been in aerospace ever since,” she said.
Sly started at Rockwell Collins as a systems engineer for
military rotorcraft avionics on multiple military platforms.
She continued to Dukes Aerospace, a small, private company,
leading the systems and embedded software development for
the cabin pressure system on the new HondaJet aircraft.
Sly moved to Goodrich Aerospace in 2010 (purchased by
United Technologies Aerospace in 2012) and currently leads a
new technology development for air data sensors.
A 2018 merger with Rockwell Collins produced Collins
Aerospace (a Raytheon company).
‘MAKING A REAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE WORLD’
“One of the things that drew me to aerospace is that I could
make a real contribution to the world. I wanted to design
systems that would keep our soldiers safe out in the field,”
Sly said of her first position with Rockwell Collins. “Now I
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work on commercial avionics and the goal is the same, to keep
passengers safe.
“Plus, commercial aircraft is one of the most complex
machines you could imagine, so designing equipment for them is
the ultimate challenge for engineers.”
As a system engineer, Sly has the full
technical lead on projects; her area of
expertise is air data systems. Among
the parameters evaluated by air data
systems are airspeed, angle of attack,
altitude of flight, air temperature and
air pressure.
FAVORITE PROJECTS: NEW DESIGN,
TROUBLESHOOTING
“One of my favorite projects was the
upgraded Embraer Brazilian aircraft,
the E2 family of aircraft, that would
be used between major domestic
destinations. I designed the air data
system from the beginning of design
(2013) to final certification (2018). I got
to travel to Brazil several times.
“It was a significant modification to
the E1 with brand-new Pratt & Whitney
engines and sensing systems, one of
them being the air data system.”
Another memorable project was to perform a root cause and
corrective action on the air data system for the Airbus A380,
a wide-body airliner. The issue was complex and was driving
some significant passenger delays.
“I got to lead the investigation from a systems engineering
perspective,” Sly said.
“On some aircraft, it would happen multiple times. The
amount of pressure to figure out what was going on was very
high. As systems engineer, you must have an understanding
operationally of your product. We had to design a test to
simulate the same conditions when the incident was happening,”
Sly said.
Working with mechanical, electrical and software engineers,
the team was able to quickly identify a solution. “As systems
engineer, it’s my job is to understand how all these parts work
together. I’m directly in the line of fire of for our customers,” she
said.

HOLDS PATENT FOR ULTRASONIC ANEMOMETER
Since 2017, Sly has worked primarily in research and
development, looking for new technology, primarily in air
data. Working in this area affords her the opportunity to find
innovative solutions and identify opportunities for new products.
Her mission is to find alternative methods of measuring air data
parameters on an aircraft.
Since 2016, she has had 18 products patented, some in multiple
countries.
“Fundamentally, the way of measuring air speed has not
changed since the beginning. My favorite patent is one I
co-authored with one other engineer, and it measures air speed
and angle of attack with an ultrasonic anemometer. We built
and flew a prototype—that had never had been done before in
industry.”
“That was a fun patent to get (in 2019) and there were some
follow-on patents to that,” Sly said.
Because 10 to 15 years of testing can be done before a system is
placed in a commercial aircraft, the research and patents require
a significant amount of testing and analysis. “This is why air
travel is so safe, systems are redundant, dissimilar and massive
amounts of validation activity are performed before it ever makes
its way to a production aircraft.,” she said.
‘FIND THE SMARTEST ENGINEERS’
Sly credits a couple systems engineers at Rockwell Collins for
giving her a boost early in her career. “System architects are the
most knowledgeable people about all the aircraft systems. They
have an immense amount of knowledge. Both of them took me
under their wings and became informal mentors.
“I was at Rockwell for five years. I said that’s what I want to do.
Now those two are both technical fellows (at Collins Aerospace)
also.
“My advice to any engineer is find the smartest engineers and
learn as much as you can from them. I learned a lot in college,
but to apply those concepts, I needed to be working in the field.
Having mentors that can explain to you how you would apply
some of those principles is really important in your career.
“Those two engineers set my career path,” Sly said.
CURRENT CONNECTIONS TO SDSU
She gives back to SDSU by serving on the industry advisory
board for electrical engineering. She credits Steve Hietpas, whom
she took classes under, with keeping in touch after graduation
and then reaching out to her to ask about joining the industry
advisory board.
Sly also has given a couple guest lectures to senior design
students and mentored two female students who were pursuing
electrical engineering.
Hietpas said, “I couldn’t be more proud of Jaime’s success.
Her enthusiasm and focus on increasing our industry advisory
board’s diversity is critical to our electrical engineering
program’s success. Her recent and well-deserved election
as a Technology Fellow elevates her stature within her own
organization as well as on our board, and will undoubtedly
play a pivotal role in recruiting more women into electrical
engineering.”
Dave Graves
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SUREN AJJARAPU ’95 M.S. environmental engineering,
has been named to the board of OceanTech Acquisitions, a
new merger and acquisition business targeting companies
with values of $250 million to $1 billion.
Since March 2018, Ajjarapu has been executive chairman
of Kano Energy Corp., which is involved in the development
of renewable natural gas sites in the United States. He has
served on the board of Trxade Group, a Delaware corporation,
since July 2010. From March 2009 to December 2012 he
was founder and CEO of Sansur Renewable Energy, which
developed wind power sites in the Midwest.
Ajjarapu also holds an MBA from the University of South
Florida and is a graduate of the Venture Capital and Private
Equity program at Harvard.
BRETT CASANOVA ’05 mechanical
engineering, was named product
manager for wet processing in July for
Superior Industries Inc..
He joins Superior after serving in a
similar role for the last decade and a
half at Astec’s KPI-JCI operations in
Yankton.
In his role as product manager,
Casanova will work closely with
Superior’s product development process, support equipment
sales and conduct research to drive new products. Superior
bills itself as one of the world’s leading manufacturers of bulk
material processing and handling equipment and the largest
dry bulk conveyor builder in the world.
BOB EVERSON ’86 mechanical
engineering, was elected to a second
term as mayor of Mitchell with 70% of
the votes cast June 8. Everson received
1,883 votes while challengers Jason
Bates and Giovanni Lanier received 422
and 150 votes, respectively. In 2018, he
received 46% of the votes in a four-way
race.
JOSH KLEIN ’00 construction management, has been
promoted to general superintendent with Hensel Phelps
construction, headquartered in Greeley, Colorado. During his
20-year career, Klein has overseen $1.4 billion worth of work
with Hensel Phelps.
For the past five years, he has been part of the Construction
Industry Training Council of Colorado’s Carpentry Trade
Council and served as the chair for two years.
As general superintendent, Klein is responsible for project
execution, the overall schedule, site logistics, forecasting and
managing major obstacles, and ensuring efficiency and safety
in the field. Currently, he is building the Colorado Convention
Center expansion in downtown Denver.
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BARRY MIELKE ’02 mechanical
engineering/’18 operations
management, was named the associate
vice president for Facilities and Services
at SDSU by President Barry Dunn Sept.
3. He had been serving as interim since
Dean Kattelmann retired in July 2020.
Mielke was the director of energy
systems at SDSU from 2014-20. In
that role, he oversaw both expansions
and improvements of the university’s
heating and chiller plants. Those improvements, in addition
to more efficient ventilation systems, lighting upgrades and
installation of solar panels, means South Dakota State is
spending less on energy on a square-foot basis.
Those efforts helped SDSU earn the Brookings 2019 Mayor’s
Award for Sustainability in the environmental resilience
category.
Mielke started his career as a project manager engineer at
SDSU in 2003 after being a student intern the year before. He
then worked at VeraSun Energy as a project engineer before
returning to SDSU as a senior mechanical engineer in 2008.
MATT SUTTON ’98 civil engineering
relocated to South Dakota this summer
as manager of the civil engineering
group with The Schemmer Associates
Inc., an Omaha, Nebraska-based
architecture, engineering and
construction field services consulting
firm. He transferred from the Omaha
office, where he had worked since 1999,
to its new Sioux Falls location.
The move follows Sutton being named
to the Schemmer board of directors in April.
The De Smet native manages a team of engineers
and technicians in the civil engineering group. “I’m
looking forward growing our civil engineering group and
strengthening the SDSU connection,” he said.
Sutton has extensive experience in civil engineering,
project management and client service. While he has
lead projects for federal, state and municipal agencies, he
has extensive experience in commercial, industrial and
residential development projects. He was among the firm’s
first LEED accredited professionals. In addition to his SDSU
degree, Sutton obtained a Master of Business Administration
degree from the University of Nebraska Omaha in 2008.
Among his favorite projects are some of those that he has
completed for the National Park Service in the Midwest, such
as rehabilitation and restoration work at Apostle Islands
National Lakeshore, the Mississippi National Recreation
River, the Gateway Arch and Mount Rushmore.
“Being able to experience our national park system and
having a small part in the preservation of America’s natural
and cultural resources is very rewarding,” Sutton said.

As a civil engineer, he said he finds it rewarding “knowing
that your work has an impact on the safety, health and
welfare of others.”
Outside of engineering, Sutton enjoys outdoor activities and
sporting events. A former player for the Jackrabbits, he has
held football season tickets for many years. He also gets back
to campus for the Lohr College of Engineering Career Fair.
In Omaha, he was an integral part of the group that started
the Greater Omaha Jacks alumni chapter and served as
president.
GLENN “OL BLUE” LEE ’54 mechanical engineering, St.
Charles, Illinois, died May 11, 2021, at his home.
Lee, 89, formerly of Batavia, began working for Fermi
National Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia in 1967 as the first
mechanical engineer. He was instrumental in the success of
the pre-accelerator and the accelerator complex that creates
the proton beam and moves it into the linear accelerator. In
2018 he received the Fermilab Inventor Award.
An Arlington native, his internment was Aug. 7 in
Arlington.
Survivors include two sisters, Shirley Olson and Norma
Hansen. He preceded in death by his wife, Mary Ann Warner;
three brothers and three sisters.
GARY IVERSON ’58 electrical
engineering, died Sept. 20, 2021.

Comten Company.

Iverson, 84, of Brookings, graduated
from Brookings High School before
going to State. After graduating from
SDSU, he moved to Minneapolis, where
he worked with several companies in
the early development of computers,
eventually serving as vice president of
engineering, drafting and computer
design for National Cash Register-

After retiring in 1993, Iverson served 10 years on the board
of BankFirst of Sioux Falls, which was founded by high school
classmate Mert Lund.
Survivors include five brothers, Bill (Jackie), Jim (Rosa),
Richard, Don and John; three sisters, Colleen Cox, Connie
Jones and Sister Janice Iverson; 23 nieces and nephews and
20 grandnieces and grandnephews. He was preceded in death
by his wife, Virginia (Davidson) and a brother, George (Mary
Jo).

DAVID YEXLEY ’75/’77 ag engineering,
Aberdeen, died March 12, 2021.
Yexley, 68, graduated from Bradley
High School in 1970. After attending
State, he served in the U.S. Air Force
before beginning an engineering
career that took him to Basin Steel,
Bismarck, North Dakota; Kansas City
Power & Light, Kansas City, Kansas; and
Montana Dakota Utilities, Bismarck.
After retiring from Montana Dakota
Utilities, he formed a consulting company and worked as a
staff engineer for Heitkamp Construction, Wahpeton, N.D.,
and Wahpeton City Council.
He is survived by his wife of 42 years, Joyce; two daughters,
Amy and Hannah Yexley, of West Fargo, N.D.; three brothers
and extended family members.
Memorials may be made to the Hellickson Engineering
Scholarship at SDSU or the South Dakota School of the Blind
and Visually Impaired.
ALAN TUNTLAND ’62 mechanical
engineering, died Oct. 11, 2021, at his
Rochester, Minnesota, home after a
lengthy battle with cancer.
Just five days earlier, he was honored
for making the lead gift on a new hangar
at the Brookings Airport for the aviation
program at SDSU.
Ground was broken Oct. 6 for the
Alan O. Tuntland Hangar, a 13,620
square-foot building that will accommodate 12 aircraft that
are owned or leased by the SDSU program. Tuntland’s gift
of his Piper Malibu JetProp DLX to the SDSU Foundation in
2009 laid the groundwork for a partnership where the SDSU
Foundation purchased aircraft and leased them to SDSU for
use in the aviation program. The partnership has reduced
costs to students.
After making a lead gift toward the project. he asked for a
small plaque inside the hangar. Friends and colleagues made
gifts in Tuntland’s honor to ensure his name would be placed
on the exterior of the building.
Tuntland, who had become a pilot by age 16, had a
successful career in finance, sales and printing. He was
honored as a Distinguished Alumnus in 2002 and is a former
chair of the SDSU Foundation council of trustees.
Tuntland served in the South Dakota Air National Guard,
held a couple personal positions and in 1971 began his
entrepreneurial career in 1971 as owner of GMC Truck in
Rochester. He sold the business in 1976 and bought Schmidt
Printing, which he owned until 1989, when he sold it to Taylor
Corp. of Mankato, Minn. He continued to work for Taylor until
1994.
He is survived by his wife of 57 years, Sharon, three
daughters, four grandchildren and a sister.
Memorial gifts may be made to the Rochester Area
Foundation or the SDSU Foundation.
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REACHING HIGHER AND BE BOLD
2021 has been eventful year for SDSU and the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering.
Campus is buzzing with student activity, everyone was thrilled to have a normal Hobo
Day and the Lohr College of Engineering has benefited from the impact of several
significant gifts.
• Concrete Industry Management Program—The broader concrete industry
selected SDSU as only the fifth university in the nation to offer a bachelor’s degree
in CIM. The financial support from both the national and local industry is creating
this program and funding scholarships for CIM students.
• Duane Sander Endowed Professor in Engineering Innovation and
Entrepreneurship—The first holder of this faculty support endowment is Yucheng
Liu. who is the new department head of mechanical engineering. Liu will use
the resources from this endowment to develop programs to grow engineering
innovation and entrepreneurship in the Lohr College of Engineering and across
campus.
• Professor of Practice in Heavy Construction—The Beavers Charitable Trust has
committed funding for this new professor of practice. Gary Hemphill, the first
holder of this position, comes to SDSU with significant industry experience in
heavy construction. This experience will enable him to teach new courses and
build industry relationships to benefit students in construction management and
civil engineering.
Tom Becker
Development Director
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering
SDSU Foundation
(605) 695-9250
Tom.Becker@SDStateFoundation.org

• One Day for STATE—The fifth year of this 24 hours of giving event saw records in
both donors and dollars raised for both SDSU and the Lohr College of Engineering.
The focus of this online event is to grow engagement with SDSU and help create
resources for the colleges.
• Lohr Endowment Dean Announcement—Aug. 26 was an amazing day for the Lohr
College of Engineering with the announcement of a gift from Jerry Lohr to create
the “Jerome J. Lohr Endowed Dean of the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering.”
The gift from Jerry Lohr will create an endowed fund which will deliver a
minimum of $200,000 annually for the dean to strategically invest in initiatives
most beneficial to the Lohr College of Engineering.

Gifts of all sizes provide the resources needed to accomplish important key performance indicators listed
on the strategic plan for the Lohr College of Engineering. The Lohr College of Engineering strategic plan
for philanthropic investments was highlighted in the spring 2020 edition of IMPULSE. It is a key tool for
directing how philanthropy will help accomplish important goals of the college.
The announcements prompted some to ask if Dean Berdanier now has all of the resources needed for
the future. In response, the dean simply directs us to the strategic plan to see the many KPIs yet to be
accomplished to be a regionally and nationally premier engineering college. To be premier, we must attract
the best students and faculty with competitive undergraduate and graduate scholarships along with
endowed faculty positions that provide perpetual support. To be premier, we must stimulate students with
high-impact, hands-on learning activities that will create a more “work-ready” graduate for the workforce.
Lastly, notice how the gifts highlighted above are all focused on the “people” side of SDSU. People is also
the primary focus of our recently announced comprehensive campaign for SDSU, Bold & Blue. The old
fundraising goal of this campaign for SDSU is $500 million. Reaching this goal will create new, long-lasting
opportunities for the students and faculty at SDSU. We will meet this goal with outright gifts, pledges and
deferred gift plans. Bold & Blue will be the largest, most impactful and transformative initiative in our
state’s history.
Dean Berdanier and I look forward to sharing the opportunities for impact in the Lohr College of
Engineering. People, Places, Innovations and Traditions are the pillars of Bold & Blue. Let’s work together
to advance these key areas for the college and the university. When Jackrabbits come together, imagine the
bold future we’ll create.
Tom Becker ’81
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Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering
Crothers Engineering Hall
Brookings, SD 57007
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Gene Sieve ’90 was selected for the 2020-21 class of
Distinguished Alumni by the SDSU Alumni Association.
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